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THE GANG EXPERT'S TESTIMONY
INVADED THE PROVINCE OF THE
JURY AND EXPRESSED AN OPINION
ON ULTIMATE ISSUES OF GUILT THlJ.S
DEPRIVING APPELLANT OF HIS RIGHT
TO DUE PROCESS OF LAW AND JURY
TRIAL.
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1. Background: the "gang expert's" opinions and objections thereto:

During pre-trial hearings, all defense counsel lodged objections to

the gang expert's testimony that the defendants were "active participants"

in a gang at the time of the offense on the grounds that this was a jury

question and not a proper subject for expert opinion. (4RT 389; 391.)

These objections were overruled and Spencer was permitted to testify that'

all three defendants were active participants in a criminal street gang at the

time of the commission of the offense. (8RT 1400-1401; 1418-1426.)

Spencer also was permitted to respond to a lengthy hypothetical

question which contained facts identical to those presented by evidence in

appellant's trial. (9RT 1442-1450.) This testimony was permitted over all

the defendants', vigorous objections that the testimony was nothing more or

less than prosecution argument and opinion testimony on an ultimate issue.

(9RT 1442-1450.) In responding to the hypothetical, Spencer testified,

over further defense obj ections, that killing a rival gang'member

"...would benefit the gang in many ways. The shooting of a
rival gang member is tantamount to shooting a police officer.
It's one of the highest. ..

"Shooting a rival gang member, killing a rival gang
member, gives -, basically says, 'don't mess with us, this is
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what we're capable of dOLl1g, and this is what we'll do,' It
goes to respect of the individual gang member and the gang
as a whole. It means don't mess with us. This is what will
happen.

"And it's tantamount to them all being, [sic] to killing
a rival gang member will spread within the community, the
gang community, the other gangs will hear what has
happened, other gangs in the area. And also the gang itself,
it's status will be elevated. It will have now killed a rival
gang member, killed another gang member. It's a - give the
gang bragging rights for quite a long time....

" .. .it would be done at the direction of the gang in a
sense that you would have - it's you have multiple gang
members there. Somebody is directing what's happening
there and gang members are all taking place [sicJin the same
incident the same time, so there's somebody that's going to
be directing what's going to happen when the fight is
occurrIng....

"It's done because you have multiple members there
that are associating together, they're fighting as a group,
they're fighting as a whole, they're committing the 
fighting the same time, together." (9RT 1449~1450.)

It is respectfully submitted that Spencer's testimony expressed

opinions on the ultimate issue of appellant's guilt or innocence of the gang

crime and enhancement allegation, thus invading the province of the trier

of-fact. As such the gang expert's opinions were improper and so

prejudi~ial that the error requires reversal of Count 3 and the gang

enhancements.

2. Law generally applicable to expert opinion:

Expert opinion testimony is admissible if it is nrelated to a subject

that is sufficiently beyond common experience [and] would assist the trier
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of fact. " (Evid. Code §801, subd. (a).) Expert opinion is not admissible if '

it consists of inferences and conclusions which can be drawn as easily and

intelligently by the trier of fact as by the witness. (In re Cheryl H. (1984)

153 Cal.App.3d 1098, 1121 [expert opinion about who molested child not

admissible]; People v. Torres (1995) 33 Cal.AppAth 37,45.) A consistent

line of authority in California, as well as other jurisdictions, holds a witness

cannot express an opinion concerning the guilt or innocence of the ,

defendant. (People v. Brown (1981) 116 Cal.App.3d 820,829; People v.

Clay (1964) 227 Cal.App.2d 87, 98; People v. Torres, supra, 33

CaLAppAth at pp. 46-47.) As explained in Brown and~, the reason for

employing this rule is not because guilt is the "ultimate issue of fact" to be

decided by the jury. "Rather, opinions on guilt or innocence are

inadmissible because they are of no assistance to the trier of fact. To put it

another way, the trier of fact is as competent as the witness to weigh the

evidence and draw a conclusion on the issue of guilt." (People v. Torres,

supra, 33 Cal.App.4th at p. 47.)

3. The expert should, not have been allowed to express the opinion that
appellant was an active participant in SSR on the date 'of the offense
because this was a conclusion which should have been reached by the
jury based on the facts.

Overdefense objection, Wood expressed the opinion that appellant

and his co-defendants were, on the date of the offense in February, 2004,

active participants in a criminal street gang. (8RT 1418-1426.) Active

participation in a criminal street gang is an element of the offens~' charged

in Count 3. (Pen. Code, sec. 186.22, subd. (a).) Without a doubt, Wood's

opinion that appellant was an active participant in SSR on the date of the

offense was an opinion on the ultimate issue of guilt in regard to Count 3.
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In regard to such opinion testLmony, it has been stated:

~'Undoubtedly there is a kind of statement by the witness
which amounts to no more than an expression of his general
belief as to how the case should be decided .... There is rio
necessity for this kind of evidence; to receive it would tend to
suggest that the judge and jury may shift responsibility for
decision to the witnesses; and in any event it is wholly
without value to the trier of fact in reaching a decision."
(People v. Killebrew (2002) 103 Cal.AppAth 644, 652, citing
Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co. (1999) 69 Ca1.AppAth 1155,
1182-1183.) ,

Wood based his opinion on the facts of the current case and the fact

that appellant identified himself as an SSR gang member in 2001. (8RT

1420-1421.) Based on these facts, the jury could have as easily as Wood

determined whether or not appellant was· an active participant in a gang on

the date ofthe offense. Wood offered no further explanation or basis for

his opinion that appellant was an active gang member in February, 2004. If

there was no further basis for the opinion, the jury should have been

required to make the factual determination based on the same facts that

fonned the basis for Wood's opinion. By allowing Wood to state, without

any qualification, that appellant was an active participant in SSR in

February, 2004;was nothing more than Wood's opinion on how the case

should be decided. Wood's opinion on this ultimate fact was unnecessary,

irrelevant, and usurped the jury's fact-finding process.

4. The hypothetical question was nothing more than prosecution
argument and an expert's opinion on ultimate issues which should
have been decided by the jury.

Wood was also permitted, in response to a lengthy hypothetical

question, to express the opinion that the current offense was committed to

benefit SSR, was committed at the direction of the gang, and was
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com.mitted·in association with the gang. These opinions~ like the opinion

that appellant was an active participant~ merely stated the expert~s

conclusion as to how the jury should decide an ultimate issue and were,

therefore, inadmissible. The jury's determination of these issues should

have been based on the facts before them which were not difficult to .

understand or to interpret. It was a straight forward jury question to

detennine whether or not the shooting was motivated by gang animosity

and revenge or whether the shooting was in self defense in response to an

attack initiated by FM. The expert's conclusion that this was a gang

benefit crime unnecessarily and improperly invaded the fact-finding

domain of the jury.

The facts here contrast sharply with cases in which a gang expert has

been properly allowed to express an opinion on the "ultimate issue" of

gang benefit. For example, in Peoplev. Valdez (1997) 58 Cal.AppAth

494, the offense involved numerous individuals affiliated with different

gangs who united for one day to attack a different group which, likewise,

had numerous differing gang affiliations. (Id., at p. 508.) Thus, in Valdez,

the court held that it wasproper for the expert to express an opinion on the

ultimate issue of gang benefit because, "Under the circumstances, the

questions of how such a diverse group, which in [the expert's] opinion,

represented seven different ... gangs, could have been acting for the benefit

of a street gang and whether the participants were doing so presented

matters far beyond the common experience of the j~rY and justified expert

testimony." (Ibid.)

Here, the facts were adequately presented by the evidence before the

JUry. There was ample testimony that there was bad blood betweenFM and

SSR. The jury was aware of the events that precipitatedthe confrontation.
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Wood's testimony regarding the concept of gang respect and loyalty was

more than adequate to provide the jurors with the necessary background to

make a factual detennination whether the offense was committed for the

benefit of a gang or was committed in self-defense, the most crucial issue

before the jury. in this case.

4. The erroneous admission of improper gang-expert testimonY
requires reversal of Count 3 and the "gang-benefit" enhancement, as
well as the enhancement under Penal Code section 12022.53,
subdivisions (d) and (e)(l).

By permitting the expert to express his opinions that appellant was

an active participant in a criminal street gang and that the present offense

was cominitted to benefit SSR, the jury was led to· believe that the expert

possessed some special knowledge, outside the jury's experience, w~ich

validated his opinion. This was improper and prejudiciaL The jury was

fully capable of evaluating the facts and determining these issues without

being led to a conclusion by an expert who professed to have greater

experience and superior knowledge. Had they been allowed to do so, there

was a reasonable likelihood the jury would not have returned a guilty

verdict as to Count 3 and a true finding in regard to the gang

enhancements.. (People v. Watson (1956) 46 Ca1.2d 818, 837.)

Moreover, by pennitting the expert to express an opinion on the

ultimate issue of guilt in regard to Count 3 and the gang enhancements, the

trial court lessened the prosecution's burden ofproving guilt and interfered

with the truth-finding function of the jury, thus depriving appellant of his

Sixth Amendment right to jury trial and his Fourteenth Amendment right to

due process of law. Therefore, the error requires reversal unless it can be

shown that it was hannless beyond a reasonable doubt. (Chapman v.
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California (1967) 386 U.S. 18.) It is respectfully submitted that, under

either standard of review, reversal is required.

There is clear evidence in the record that the jury struggled \'vith the

offense charged in Count 3; they asked twice for clarification of the

instruction concerning Penal Code section 186.22, subdivision (a). (4CT

921-922; 1036.) This demonstrates that the facts in this case created a

close question. Nevertheless, the concepts of "active participation" and

"gang benefit," as applied to the facts here, were not unfathomable or even

confusing to the average person. It was entirely unnecessary and improper

to lighten the prosecution burden by allowing the expeli to express an

opinion on these ultimate'issues concerning guilt. The jury should have

been permitted to grapple with the facts unaided by the expert's conclusion

that this was a "gang benefit" crime and that appellant was an active

participant in a gang at the time of the offense. The error requires reversal

of Count 3 as well as the gang-benefit enhancements, including the

enhancement under Penal Code section 12022.53, subdivisions (d) and

(e)(1 ).
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and even Berdnik in his expert witness testimony on the culture of

gangs did not suggest that a killing would be a typical response to

Benjamin's refusal to relinquish his cell phone and retreat to the

convenience store after abandoning his car keys and beer to the

gang. (See, People v. Smith, supra, 37 Cal.4th at pp. 740-741

[motive, although not an element of attempted murder, "is often

probative of intent to kill. ") In sum, the evidence presented on the

issue of appellant's specific intent to kill Benjamin was woefully and

legally deficient, and reversal of count 1 is required. (People v.

Belton, supra, 105 Cal.App.3d at p. 380; In re Michael T., supra,

84 Cal.App.3d at p. 910.)

II.

THE EXPERT OPINION EVIDENCE INVADED
THE PROVINCE OF THE JURY AND
REVERSAL IS REQUIRED.

At trial the prosecution offered expert opinion testimony from

Berdnik to prove appellant was an active gang member of the OVS

gang (§ 186.22, subd. (a), count 3) and that the crimes of

attempted murder and robbery were committed for the benefit of

that gang (§ 186.22, subd. (b)( 1), enhancement to counts 1 and 2).

Expert witness opinion testimony to explain gang culture has

previously been approved of by the Supreme Court. (People v.
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Gardeley (1996) 14 CaL4th 605, 617.)

However, the Supreme Court never approved of the type of

expert witness testimony offered in appellant's trial; and has

expressly disapproved of expert witness testimony that invades the

province of the trier of fact. (People v. Coffman (2004) 34 Cal.4th

1, 77.)

In appellant's trial Berdnik's testimony was not restricted to

hypothetical questions, as required by law, but instead involved

direct questions about appellant's subjective intent. This was error.

Moreover, that error was further compounded when Berdnik was

permitted to express his opinion as to appellant's criminal liability

under the charged gang enhancement.

Because such testimony exceeded the permissible bounds of

expert opinion testimony, and because the testimony had the effect

of expressing an opinion on appellant's guilt and invaded the

province of the jury, reversal is required. (People v. Coffman,

supra, 34 CaL4th at p. 77; People v. Gonzalez (2006) 38 Cal.4th

932, 947, fn. 3; People v. Killebrew (2003) 103 Cal.App.4th 644,

658; Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co. (1999) 69 CaLApp.4th 1155,

1182-1183.) Although this evidence was directed to the gang

enhancement, reversal of appellant's convictions under all counts is

required because the prejudice from the error cannot be segregated
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to the enhancement alone.

A. The Scope of Gang Expert Opinion Evidence Is Limited.

The scope of expert witnesses at criminal trials does not

differ from permissible evidence in civil trials to the extent the

opinion testimony would usurp the responsibility of the jury to

decide the case:

A witness may not express an opinion on a defendant's
guilt. (People v. Torres (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 37, 47;
People v. Brown (1981) 116 Cal.App.3d 820, 827
829.) The reason for this rule is not because guilt is the
ultimate issue of fact for the jury, as opinion testimony
often goes to the ultimate issue. (Torres, supra, at p.
47; Brown, supra, at pp. 827-828; see Evid.Code,
§ 805.) "Rather, opinions on guilt or innocence are
inadmissible because they are of no assistance to the
trier of fact. To put it another way, the trier of fact is as
competent as the witness to weigh the evidence and
draw a conclusion on the issue of guilt." (Torres, supra,
at p. 47.)

(People v. Coffman, supra, 34 Cal.4th at p. 77.) The rule is the

same in civil cases:

Even if an expert's opinion does not go to a question of
law, it is not admissible if it invades the province of the
jury to decide a case. ['1 "Undoubtedly there is a kind of
statement by the witness which amounts to no more
than an expression of his general belief as to how the
case should be decided or as to the amount of
unliquidated damages which should be given. It is
believed all courts would exclude such extreme
expressions. There is no necessity for this kind of
evidence; to receive it would tend to suggest that the
judge and jury may shift responsibility for decision to
the witnesses; and in any event it is wholly without
value to the trier of fact in reaching a decision." (1
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McCormick on Evidence (4th ed. 1992) § 12, p. 47, fn.
omitted.)

(Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co., supra, 69 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1182-

1183.)

With respect to the particular type of expert opinion

testimony at issue in this case, the permissible scope of gang

expert opinion evidence has been described as follows:

Under Evidence Code section 801, expert opinion
testimony is admissible only if the subject matter of the
testimony is 'sufficiently beyond common experience
that the opinion of an expert would assist the trier of
fact.' (/d., subd. (a).) The subject matter of the culture
and habits of criminal street gangs, of particular
relevance here, meets this criterion.

(People v. Gardeley, supra, 14 Cal.4th at p. 617.) And "where a

gang enhancement is alleged, expert testimony concerning the

culture, habits, and psychology of gangs is permissible because

these subjects are'sufficiently beyond common experience that the

opinion of an expert would assist the trier of fact. I" (People v.

Valdez (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 494, 506.)

But the prosecution does not have carte blanche to introduce

the expert opinion that the defendant on trial held a specific intent,

or that he or she is guilty of the charged offense or enhancement.

(People v. Killebrew, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at p. 658 [expert

improperly permitted to testify when one gang member possesses a
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gun they all possess it]; People v. Coffman, supra, 34 Cal.4th at

p. 77, citing People v. Torres (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 37, 47 and

People v. Brown (1981) 116 Cal.App.3d 820, 827-829.)

The Supreme Court has approved of the use expert testimony

in gang cases, but only when that opinion evidence is limited to

hypotheticals. "Generally, an expert may render opinion testimony

on the basis of facts given 'in a hypothetical question that asks the

expert to assume their truth.''' (People v. Gardeley, supra, 14

Cal.4th at p. 618.) The Supreme Court recently affirmed an expert

may not testify as to the subjective intent of the specific individuals

who are involved in the gang evidence: "{People v. Olguin (1994)

31 Cal.App.4th 1355} permitt{ed} expert testimony that 'focused

on what gangs and gang members typically expect and not on [one

of the defendant's] subjective expectation in this instance.'"

(People v. Gonzalez, supra, 38 Cal.4th at p. 947; see at p. 946

[Supreme Court assumed without deciding Killebrew was correctly

decided]; see, People v. Ward, supra, 36 Cal.4th at p. 210.)

B. The Expert's Opinion Evidence Exceeded the Proper
Scope When He Expressed His Opinion on Appellant's
Guilt.

In plain and unequivocal language Berdnik told the jury how

they should rule on the charged gang enhancements under counts 1

and 2:
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Q. Detective, do you have an opinion as to whether
or not this crime was committed for the benefit at [sic]
the association or at the direction of the Onterio Vario
Sur gang?

A. Yes.

Q. What is that opinion?

A. It was.

Q. What's the basis of that opinion?

A. How the crime was obviously conducled. You have
Reynaldo who's wearing a South Side Onterio Jersey. He
attempts to rob the victim. As he's getting out, kind of not
going with the program, the victim, because he refused to
give the telephone to him. ['lAs they got out, they're
surrounded by the other individual who are active participants
in that crime, because they're basically surrounding him. And
then, obviously, as the victim goes in, the ultimate to show
that, you know, "Hey, you don't mess around with the gang,"
they shoot him in the back as he's going in the store.

(R.T. p. 554, emphasis added.) After expressing his opinion on

appellant's liability under the gang enhancement, Berdnik then

continued on to interpret the actions of witnesses {store clerks} and

uncharged individuals with appellant and Marco that night. Indeed,

Berdnik went so far as to begin talking about his own experiences

at the liquor store:

Q. How does this crime being committed -- how does
that benefit OVS?

A. Well, obviously, it shows that it shows the victims. It
shows the neighborhood. It shows the store clerks, "You
don't mess around with OVS." You know, obviously, the
victim got in. The clerks didn't want to have anything to do
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with, you know, the crime. They -- as the one victim said,
"He started mopping up. Told him to get out. Call 911 from
the store." He's obviously intimidated being in that
neighborhood. [,lI've seen numerous gang members go into
that liquor store and buy liquor, or other objects from that
store. So the liquor store knows about it. That -- in that
essence, you know, the fear and intimidation is created not
only to the clerks, but they're also gaining respect within their
gang because they're showing the other gang members that
are there that, "Hey, we're not going to let people mess with
us. n You know, "We're going to stand up to the people."
You know when we're committing." "You need to go with
the program, otherwise, we're going to deal with you."

(R.T. pp. 554-555.) This evidence exceeded the permissible scope

of gang expert opinion evidence because it constituted an

expression of opinion on the part of the expert that a true finding

should be rendered against appellant under section 186.22,

subdivision (b) (1) and because it expressed opinions on matter

outside the scope of the witness's expertise, such as whether the

clerks in the store felt intimidated. (People v. Killebrew, supra, 103

Cal.App.4th at p. 658; People v. Coffman, supra, 34 Cal.4th at

p. 77; Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co., supra, 69 Cal.App.4th 1155,

1182-1883.)

C. The Expert's Opinion Was Further Improper In That It
Went Beyond Hypotheticals and Expressed An Opinion
On the Subiective Intent of the Actors.

This evidence exceeded all permissible bounds of expert

opinion evidence. In Gonzalez the Supreme Court approved of the

expert opinion testimony in that particular case (to explain why a
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witness would be intimidated and refuse to testify in a gang case)

precisely because it was restricted to hypotheticals. (People v.

Gonzalez, supra, 38 Cal.4th at p. 947: "The witness did not

express an opinion about whether the particular witnesses of this

case had been intimidated."; see p. 947, fn. 3: "use of hypothetical

questions is proper. ") But the Supreme Court further stated,

"[T]here is a difference between testifying about specific persons

and about hypothetical persons." (ld. at p. 946, fn. 3.) In a still

more recent case the Supreme Court again rejected a challenge to

expert opinion testimony on gangs because the Supreme Court

found the opinion evidence was properly restricted to hypotheticals.

(People v. Ward, supra, 36 Cal.4th at p. 210: "The substance of

the experts' testimony, as given through their responses to

hypothetical questions, related to defendant's motivation for

entering rival gang territory and his likely reaction to language or

actions he perceived as gang challenges." Emphasis added.)

In stark contrast, here Berdnik expressed his opinion on

appellant's guilt in direct response to questions that used the names

of appellant and Marco, and thereby moved from the hypothetical

realm into the testimony about the specific persons in this case.

His improper opinion testimony continued as he expressed his views

on subjective state of minds of the clerks inside the store. To
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paraphrase the prosecutor's closing argument, this was textbook

improper expert opinion evidence and reversal is required.

D. The Issue Is Reviewable On Direct Appeal Under the
Sixth Amendment.

Appellant's trial counsel interposed a wide number of

objections to Berdnik's expert opinion evidence. Trial counsel

objected to the qualifications of Berdnik and requested a hearing

under Evidence Code section 402 (R.T. pp. 19-42); he objected to

the foundational facts upon which Berdnik's testimony was based

(e.g., R.T. pp. 496-497), and the introduction of evidence that

appellant's older brother was a gang member. (R.T. p. 185.)

However, trial counsel did not make a specific objection to

Berdnik's testimony on the ground that it invaded the province of

the trier of fact.

A defendant may not challenge the admissibility of evidence

on appeal if he failed to raise a proper objection on those grounds in

the trial court. (Evid.Code, § 353.) Failure to make a specific

objection to expert opinion concerning gang membership is not

reviewable on appeal. (People v. Valdez, supra, 58 Cal.App.4th at

pp. 505-506; People v. Gutierrez (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 1425,

1434.)

However, under the Sixth Amendment, this Court can review
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appellant's challenge to the improper expert opinion evidence if it is

determined that the appellant was denied effective assistance of

counsel:

Both the Sixth Amendment of the United States
Constitution and Article I, section 15, of the California
Constitution guarantee a criminal defendant a right to
the assistance of counsel. This right encompasses the
right to effective assistance of counsel, without which
the right to a trial itself would be "of little avail. n

(Powell v. Alabama (1932) 287 U.S. 45, 68; People v.
Ledesma (1987) 43 Cal.3d 171, 215.) Effective
assistance of counsel means assistance which meets
"an objective standard of reasonableness ... under
prevailing professional norms." (Strickland v.
Washington (1984) 466 U.S. 668, 688; Ledesma,
supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 216.) [,] Generally, the failure
to make objections is a matter of trial tactics which
appellate courts will not second-guess. (People v.
Lanphear (1980) 26 Cal.3d 814, 828.) Occ.a.sionally,
however, a case arises in which there simply could be
no satisfactory explanation for counsel not objecting to
the proffered evidence. (See, e.g., People v. Nation
(1980) 26 Cal.3d 169, 179 [failure to object to
impermissibly suggestive pre-trial identifications]; People
v. Sundlee (1977) 70 Cal.App.3d 477, 482-483
[failure to object to hearsay evidence].)

(People v. Torres, supra, 33 Cal.App.4th at p. 48.) Appellant

submits the instance case is just such a case. Here appellant's trial

counsel interposed a large number of objections to Berdnik's

testimony, and to other evidence during trial. He requested and

was granted permission not to have to make continuing objections

to evidence before the jury, and was also granted permission to

have his objections to be deemed made on federal as well as state
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grounds. (R.T. p. 99.) Moreover, trial counsel sought and was

granted two separate Evidence Code section 402 hearings to

determine the admissibility of Berdnik's testimony outside the

presence of the jury. (R.T. pp. 19-42; 493-495.)

In light of all of these efforts to keep out potentially

inadmissible evidence, there can be no reasonable claim that the

failure to object to the Berdnik's improper expert opinion testimony

was tactical. (People v. Torres, supra, 33 Cal.App.4th at p. 48.)

To secure reversal of a conviction upon the ground of
ineffective assistance of counsel under either the state
or federal Constitution, a defendant must establish (1)
that defense counsel's performance fell below an
objective standard of reasonableness, Le., that
counsel's performance did not meet the standard to be
expected of a reasonably competent attorney, and (2)
that there is a reasonable probability that defendant
would have obtained a more favorable result absent
counsel's shortcomings.

(People v. Cunningham (2001) 25 Cal.4th 926, 1003.) Here both

prongs of the Strickland test are met: had the objection been made

it would have been required to be sustained; and the inadmissible

evidence determined the outcome of the proceedings, thus the

prejudice prong has been established. (People v. Nation (1 980) 26

Cal. 3d 169 [reversal ordered where trial counsel failed to objection

to suggestive photo lineup; People v. Coffman (1969) 2 Cal.App.3d

681, 688-689 [reversal ordered where attorney failed to object to
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seized evidence and misunderstood existing precedent], disapproved

on other grounds in People v. Burgener (1986) 41 Cal.3d 505,

536.)

III.

THE VERDICT FORM FOR THE GANG
ENHANCEMENT UNDER COUNT 1 IS
AMBIGUOUS AND THE FINDING SHOULD
BE ORDERED STRICKEN.

The court sentenced appellant to a term of 25 years to life

based upon a gun use enhancement which was dependent upon the

true finding on the charged gang enhancement under count 1.

(C.T. pp. 364 [verdict] 424 [abstract].) But the jury verdict form for

the true finding is ambiguous and does not manifest an

"unmistakably clear" intent to make a true finding against appellant

on the gang enhancement under count 1. (People v. Webster

(1991) 54 Cal.3d 411, 447.) Once the verdict was entered and the

jury discharged, no court retained the power to alter or amend the

verdict. (People v. Lee Yune Chong (1892) 94 Cal. 379, 385.)

Accordingly, the true finding should be ordered stricken. {People v.

Webster, supra, 54 Cal. 3d at p. 447; People v. Romero (1 982) 31

Gal.3d 685, 692; People v. Radii (1977) 76 Cal.App.3d 702, 710.)

The verdict form states, in the title portion: "Street Terrorism

Allegation as to Marco Antonio Ruiz as to count I [sic]." {C.T.
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n

The Prosecution Failed to Prove the Gaol: Enhancement
by Substantial Evidence

A. Constitutional Issues and Standard of Review.

The federal Constitution's Fifth Amendment right to due process and

Sixth Amendment right to jury trial, made applicable to the states through the

Fourteenth Amendment, require the prosecution to prove to a jury beyond a

reasonable doubt every element ofa crime. (See Sullivan v. Louisiana (1993)

508 U.S. 275,277-278 [113 S.Ct. 2078, 124 L.Ed.2d 182]; People v. Sengpa-

dychith (2001) 26 Ca1.4th 316, 324.) The Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment also requires that there can be no conviction without

sufficient evidence. (Jackson v. Virginia (1979) 443 U.S. 307 [99 S.Ct. 2781,

61 L.Ed.2d 560].) Here, the prosecution did not meet its burden of proving

each element of the gang enhancements charged under section 186.22(b) by

substantial evidence beyond a reasonable doubt.

On a claim ofinsufficient evidence, the entire record is reviewed in the

light most favorable to the judgment below, to detennine if substantial

evidence exists for a reasonable trier of fact to find the defendant guilty

beyond a reasonable doubt. (In re Frank S. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1192,

1196; People v. Killebrew (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 644,660.) "Generally,

'issues ofsufficiency ofthe evidence are never waived.' [Citation.]" (People
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v. Rodriguez (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 121, 129; People v. Neal (1993) 19

Cal.App.4th 1114, 1122.) These standards apply to a claim of insufficiency

of the evidence to support a gang enhancement. (People v. Augborne (2002)

104 Cal.App.4th 362, 371.)

B. Necessary Elements of the Street Gang Enhancement.

Appellant was charged on each count with a gang sentence

enhancement under section 186.22, subdivision (b). (CT 25-26) Section

186.22, subdivision (bXl) provides, in pertinent part:

(b)(1) ... any person who is convicted of a felony
committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in
association with any criminal street gang, with the specific
intent to promote, further, or assist in any criminalconduct by
gang members, shall, upon conviction ofthat felony, in addition
and consecutive to the punishment prescribed for the felony ...
be punished as follows: ... (Emphasis added.)

A "criminal street gang" is defmed in section 186.22, subdivision (f),

as any ongoing group of three or more persons having as one of its primary

activities the commission of one or more of the criminal acts enumerated in

subdivision (e), and whose members individually or collectively engage in or

have engaged in a pattern of criminal gang activity. The acts set forth in

subdivision (e) include carjacking and vehicle theft, and other felonies.

The statutory language of section 186.22, subdivision (b)(I) describes

two separate elements. One relates to the nature of the crime, requiring it be
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for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with a criminal street

gang. Association with a gang member is not what is called for by the statute.

The second element of section 186.22, subdivision (b)(I) relates to the

defendant's state of mind and requires he have the specific intent to promote,

further, or assist in criminal conduct by the gang. (People v. Gardeley (1996)

14 Ca1.4th 605, 623; In re Frank S. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1192,1195.)

Here, there was no substantial evidence to support a finding on either ofthese

two elements.

C. The Prosecution did not Prove the "Criminal Street Gang"
Component of the Gang Enhancement by Substantial Evidence Beyond
a Reasonable Doubt.

The "criminal street gang" component ofa gang enhancement requires

proof of three essential elements: (1) that there be an "ongoing" association

involving three or more participants, having a "common name or common

identifying sign or symbol"; (2) that the group has as one of its "primary

activities," the commission of one or more specified crimes; and (3) the

group's members either separately or as a group "have engaged in a pattern of

criminal gang activity." (In reAlexanderL. (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 605,610-

611; People v. Vy (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1209, 1222.)

The fITst element is not at issue here. The second and third elements,

however, were not established by substantial evidence. Isolated criminal
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conduct is not enough to prove either (1) the nature of the gang's primary

activities or (2) that the group has engaged in a pattern of criminal gang

activity.

"Sufficient proof of the gang's primary activities might consist of

evidence that the group's members consistently and repeatedly have

committed criminal activity listed in the gang statute." (People v.

Sengpadychith (2001) 26 Ca1.4th 316, 324.) When expert testimony is used

to establish the gang's primary activities or the group's pattern of activity, it

must be based on an adequate factual foundation. (Ibid.)

"[A] gang otherwise meeting the statutory definition of a criminal

street gang' ... is considered a criminal street gang under the STEP Act only

if its members 'individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a

pattern of criminal gang activity' [citation] by 'the commission, attempted

commission, or solicictation of two or more' (italics added) of the statutorily

enumerated offenses within the specified time frame [citation]." (People v.

Gardeley (1996) 14 Ca1.4th 605, 621.)

Concerning "primary activities" of the Penn West gang, the People's

gang expert, Officer Hamilton, testified only that, "The Indio Police

Department has investigated numerous homicides, robberies, carjackings,

burglaries, auto thefts, vandalisms, that have been committed by members of
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the Penn West gang in the past." (2RT 363)

Hamilton gave no further testimony concerning "primary activities."

(2RT 350-391) He gave no specifics as to the circumstances of any of those

crimes "investigated" by the Indio Police Department, or where, when, or how

he knew about them. He did not directly testify that the crimes mentioned

constituted Penn West's primary activities. Even if he had, there was no

adequate foundation for the testimony. His information may have been based

on reliable sources, such as court records, or on entirely unreliable hearsay.

(SeeInreNathaniel C. (1991) 228 Cal.App.3d990, 1003 ["While experts may

offer opinions and the reasons for their opinions, they may not under the guise

of reasons bring before the trier of fact incompetent hearsay evidence."] )

Hamilton's conclusory testimony about crimes investigated by the Indio Police

Department cannot be considered substantial evidence as to the nature of the

gang's primary activities. (In re Alexander L., supra, 149 Cal.App.4th 605,

612.)

Hamilton also testified about two specific "predicate acts" committed

by Penn West members. Based on c;ertified court records, Hamilton testified

that Cesar Rodriguez, a Penn West member, was convicted ofcarjacking and

participating in a criminal street gang, and that Noel Acevedo, another Penn

West member, was convicted of driving a stolen vehicle. (3RT 367-370)
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These two isolated convictions do not provide sufficient evidence of the

gang's primary activities or that the gang participated in a "pattern" ofcriminal

activity by "consistently and repeatedly" committing those crimes. (People

v. Sengpadychith, supra, 26 Ca1.4th at p. 324.)

"Thephrase'primary activities,' as used in the gang statute, implies that

the commission ofone or more ofthe statutorily enumerated crimes is one of

the group's 'chief or 'principal' occupations. [Citation.] That definition would

necessarily exclude the occasional commission of those crimes by the

group's members. ... 'Though members ofthe Los Angeles Police Department

may commit ail enumerated offense while on duty, the commission of crime

is not a primary activity ofthe department. Section 186.22 ... requires that one

ofthe primary activities of the group or association itself be the commission

of [specified] crime [s].... ' " ( Sengpadychith, supra, 26 Ca1.4th at pp. 323

324; In're Alexander L., supra, 149 Cal.App.4th 605, 613.)

Here, Officer Hamilton's testimony about two specific convictions of

Penn West gang members does not show any more than the occasional

commission of two specified crimes by two specified Penn West members.

Nor does Hamilton's testimony about the crimes "investigated".by the Indio

police provide sufficient evidence to prove the "criminal street gang" element

ofthe gang enhancement. That testimony is similar to the evidence examined
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In In re Nathaniel C., supra, 228 Cal.App.3d 990, 998, where the

prosecution's gang expert, a South San Francisco police officer, test~fied that

a gang member had committed a shooting which the expert had learned about

from San Bruno police officers. He testified the San Bruno police believed the

shooter also was a gang member and that the shooting was gang-related. The

court concluded the expert "offered only nonspecific hearsay of a suspected

shooting of one [gang] member by another. The [expert] witness ... had no

personal knowledge ofthe incident and only repeated what San Bruno police

told him they believed about the shooting. Such vague, secondhand testimony

cannot constitute substantial evidence that the required predicate offense by a

gang member occurred. [Citation.]" (Id. at p. 1003.)

The bare testimony that Indio police officers had investigated

"numerous" crimes allegedly committed by Penn West members (3RT 363) is

the same as the conclusory, insufficient evidence presented in Nathaniel C.,

supra. "Substantial evidence does not mean any evidence, or a mere scintilla

ofevidence." (Inre Alexander L., supra, 149 Cal.App.4th at p. 614.) Rather,

substantial evidence is "evidence that is reasonable, credible, and of solid

value - from which a reasonable trier of fact could find the defendant guilty

beyond a reasonable doubt. [Citation.]" (People v. Thomas (1992) 2 Ca1.4th

489,514.)
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The evidence presented in this case on the issues ofprimary activities

and predicate acts as required to find that Penn West was a gang within the

meaning ofsection 186.22 does not meet this standard. The true fmding on the

gang enhancement allegations must be reversed. (In re Alexander L., supra,

149 Ca1.App.4th 605, 614.)

D. The Prosecution did not Prove the Present Offenses Were
Committed for the Benefit ofand with the Specific Intent to Promote the
Gang by Substantial Evidence Beyond a Reasonable Doubt.

OfficerHamilton testified the current offenses benefitted the Penn West

gang by providing money to the gang, promoting the gang to potentia.! future

members, and building respect for the gang in the community. (2RT 376-378)

He also testified the offenses could have been committed just to support a

personal drug habit and not for any gang benefit (2RT 382), and that a heroin

addict will commonly get involved in theft-related crimes to sustain his

addiction. (2RT 388) Further, it would not be normal for a gang member (co-

defendant Valle) to commit a gang related crime with a non-member

(appellant). (2RT 383-384)

An established body of case law recognizes the difference between

gang related crimes and crimes which happen to be committed by an

individual associated with a gang. In People v. Gardeley, supra, 14 Ca1.4th at

pp. 623-624, the Supreme Court held that gang membership alone is not
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enough to prove intent to promote, further, or assist criminal conduct by gang

members. Section 186.22, subdivision (b)(l) imposes increased criminal

penalties only when the criminal conduct is felonious and committed not only

"for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with" a group that

meets the specific statutory conditions of a "criminal street gang," but also

with the "specific intent to promote, further, or assist in any criminal conduct

by gang members."

In People v. Martinez (2004) 116 CaLApp.4th 753, the trial court

imposed a gang-registration requirement on the defendant because it found the

auto burglary he committed was committedfor the benefit afhis gang. (Id. at

pp. 753-754; see §186.30, subd. (b)(3).) The appellate court reversed,

observing that auto burglary is a crime, but not one necessarily gang related,

and may not be found to be so simply because the defendant has a criminal

history and prior gang affiliation. Rather, there must be evidence that the

current crime itself was somehow connected to the activities of the gang.

(Peoplev. Martinez, supra, 116 Cal.App.4thatp. 761.) In Martinez, there was

no such connecting evidence. While the defendant was a gang member, his

accomplice was not, and there was no evidence to show that the auto burglary

was other than a crime intended to benefit the defendant personally. (Id. at p.

757.) The Martinez court said, "...the record must provide some evidentiary
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support, other than merely the defendant's record of prior offenses and past

gang activities or personal affiliations, for a finding that the crime was

committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in association with a

criminal street gang." (Ibid.)

In People v. Albarran (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 214, 226-227, gang

evidence was held irrelevant and inadmissible to prove an alleged gang motive

of,'gaining respect" where the offense was not committed on gang turfand the

offenders did not announce their presence or purpose. Testimony by 'the

prosecution gang expert that "gang members commit crimes to gain respect

and enhance their status within the gang" was not enough, absent evidence

making this motive "apparent from the circumstances ofthe crime." Similarly,

here, the circumstances of the offense - a burglary in the dark, not on gang

territory and with no announcement of gang members' presence or other

braggadocio - do not present facts inherently suggesting a gang motive. Here,

as in Albarran, the officer's opinion the offenses were specifically gang

motivated, without more, is insufficient to support the gang enhancement.

In In re Frank S. (2000) 141 Cal.App.4th 1192, the minor was stopped

by police and found in possession of a concealed knife, drugs, and a red

bandana. At the time, the minor explained that he needed the knife for

protection against "Southerners" because they thought he supported northern
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gangs, and for that reason they had attacked him two days before. The minor

also stated he had several friends in the northern gangs. (Id. at p. 1195.) At the

jurisdictional hearing, a gang expert testified concerning a local faction ofthe

Norteftos gang and described their territory, color, hand sign, structure,

primary activities, and specific numerals. The expert noted that the minor

considered himself an affiliate of the Nortefios during intake at the juvenile

detention facility. In his opinion, the admitted affiliation qualified the minor

as a gang member. Given the red bandana, the minor's admitted affiliation, and

his statement he had the knife to protect against Southerners, the expert

concluded the minor was currently an active gang member who possessed the

knife to protect himself against rival gang members, this benefitted the

Nortefios, and the minor possessed the knife with the specific intent to benefit

his gang. (In re Frank S. supra, 141 Cal.App.4th at p. 1195.) Based on that

expert testimony, the juvenile court found the minor carried the knife for the

benefit ofa criminal street gang. (Ibid.)

The Court of Appeal in Frank S. reversed. First, the court found the

expert's opinion on the ultimate issue whether the minor specifically intended

to benefit his gang exceeded the scope ofsubjects about which a gang expert

properly may testify. (Id. at pp. 1196-1198.) Apart from that opinion, the court

noted there was no evidence that the minor was in gang territory or had any
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reason to expect to use the knife in a gang-related offense. In fact, the only

other evidence was the minor's statement to the arresting officer that he had

been jumped two days prior and needed the knife for protection. To allow the

expert to state the minor's specific intent for the knife without any other

substantial evidence "opens the door for prosecutors to enhance many felonies

as gang-related and extends the purpose of the statute beyond what the

Legislature intended." (Id. at p. 1199.)

Here, similarly, except for Officer Hamilton's opinion that the instant

offenses could benefit the Penn West gang, of which appellant was not a

member, there was no specific evidence connecting the offenses with gang

activity. The offenses were not committed on rival gang territory, the victims

were not rival gang members, the offenses were not committed in such a way

as to be broadcast them to rival gang members or the community at large, no

gang related statements were made nor signs thrown, there were no gang

related brags or boasts during or after the commission of the offenses, there

was no evidence that people in the community understood the offenses to be

gang related, and no evidence the proceeds from the incident were destined to

go to anyone other than the perpetrators.

In the absence of such evidence, Officer Hamilton's testimony about

appellant's so-called gang "association" because he lived in the family home
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where he grew up and which was currently considered to be in Penn West

territory, and because of his contacts his nephew and other people in the

neighborhood who happened to be gang members (2RT 374-375), does not

constitute substantial evidence establishing beyond a reasonable doubt that the

offenses were committed for the benefit of the Penn West gang. Such a

conclusion is pure speculation.

People v. Olguin (1994) 31 Cal.App.4th 1355 de~onstrates the type of

evidence - not present here - which supports a finding that a crime was gang

related. In Olguin, three members of the Southside F Troop gang anned

themselves and went looking for the person who had spray painted over their

territorial marker and replaced it with the logo of the Shelley Street gang, an

act that the three gang members interpreted as a sign of disrespect and a

challenge to their territorial claim. They encountered two men on Shelley

Street, one ofwhom identified his cousin as the person they were looking for.

As the three Southsiders walked away, that cousin and other cousins walked

up and followed the Southsiders, yelling "Shelley Street." (Olguin, supra, 31

CaI.App.4th at pp. 1366-1367.)The Southsiders stopped and yelled back. Then

one Southsider knocked one of the cousins down. When he stood up, one of

the Southsiders shot and killed him. (Ibid)

At trial, the gang expert discussed the importance of gang territory,
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explaining that graffiti is used to mark the gang's territory and that crossing

out a gang's graffiti is a form ofdisrespect. He said that respect, usually in the

fonn of fear, is ofparamount importance to gangs, so crossing out graffiti or

calling out a gang's name to members ofa rival gang (another demonstration

ofdisrespect) often results in a violent confrontation. Mutual challenges ofthis

sort have become the expected prelude for violent confrontations between

gang members, especially where groups have gathered or weapons are

available. Based on this evidence, it was the expert's opinion the murder was

committed for the benefit of the Southside gang. (Olguin, supra, 31

Cal.App.4th at p. 1367.)

On appeal, the defendants argued the shooting was personal, not gang·

related. The Court ofAppeal rejected that argument, noting the "overwhelming

evidence" to the contrary. (Id. at p. 1382.) The court pointed to the evidence

that the shooting was precipitated by the provocative act ofcrossing out gang

graffiti and replacing it with the name of another gang and then shouting that

gang's name to rival gang members. Further, there was no prior relationship

between the killers and their victim, and no reason for animosity other than the

gang-related disrespect. Consequently, the court concluded that "any rational

trier of fact would have concluded [the victim] died not because he insulted

[the shooter], but because he disrespected Southside F Troop." (Id. at p. 1383.)
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The factual dissimilarity between Olguin and this case is clear. In

Olguin, where the substantive offense was second-degree murder, there was

overwhelming evidence the offense was retaliatory and motivated by gang

issues ofdisrespect and territoriality rather than by personal animosity. Here,

the crimes were not on gang territory or rival gang territory ~d involved

taking property from non-gang members, not retaliation against rivals, and the

People's gang expert conceded the motive for theft or robbery could be

personal, especially where the offender is a heroin addict as appellant was.

(2RT 382, 388) Moreover, Officer Hamilton acknowledged it would not be

normal gang activity for a gang member and a non-member to commit a crime

together. (2RT 383-384) Olguin thus demonstrates that the evidence here was

insufficient to support a fmding that the crimes were committed for the benefit

of a criminal street gang.

Nor was there substantial evidence to prove beyond a reasonable doubt

that the offenses were committed "at the direction of' or "in association with"

a criminal street gang. (§ 186.22(b)(1).) The gang enhancement statute requires

that a felony be committed at the direction of, or in association with, "any

criminal street gang," and not merely in association with a person who

happens to be a member ofa street gang.

The reviewing court's fundamental task in determining the meaning of
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the statutory phrase is .to ascertain the intent of the lawmakers so as to

effectuate the purpose ofthe statute. (In re Harris (1993) 5 Ca1.4th 813,844.)

That task commences with an examination ofthe statutory language, giving the

words their usual and ordinary meaning. If no ambiguity is found, it is

presumed the lawmakers meant what they said, and the plain meaning of the

language governs. (Day v. City ofFontana (2001) 25 Ca1.4th 268, 272.)

In other parts of section 186.22, the Legislature specifically uses the

term gang members - e.g., ''with knowledge that its members engage in or

have engaged in a pattern ofcriminal gang activity" (§ 186.22, subd. (a)); and

"willfully promotes, furthers, or assists in any felonious criminal conduct by

members of that gang" (§186.22, subds.(a) and (b)(l), emphasis added.)

Generally, where the Legislature uses different words or phrases in one part

of a statute than it does in other sections or in a similar statute concerning a

related subject, it is presumed that it intended a different meaning. (Committee

ofSeven Thousandv. Superior Court (1988) 45 Ca1.3d 491,507; Campbell v.

Zolin (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 489,498.)

Ifa defendant must commit acrime in association with a criminal street

gang, and not simply in association with a person who also happens to be a

gang member, then the evidence must show that a gang was involved in the

commission of the crime or the crime must somehow be gang related. If that
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were not the case, then a gang enhancementwould apply whenever a non-gang

member assists a single gang member in committing a crime, even if both

individuals were acting for their own personal reasons.

This case is unlike People v. Morales (2003) 112 Cal. App.4th 1176,

1197, where' three gang members committed a robbery together, and the

People's gang expert testified they relied on and used the bonds ofgang loyalty

to act collectively. In Morales, there were no non-gang perpetrators, whereas

here, the People's own gang expert conceded that a gang-related crime would

not normally be committed by one gang member in association with a non

member. (2RT 383-384) Here, the record does not reveal collective criminal

action by only gang members, which, as in Morales, might imply that the

crimes were committed by the gang or at least that they were gang related.

. Other cases which stand in sharp contrast to the facts presented here are

People v. Muniz (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1083 [defendant, a known gang

member, was on his way to rival gang territory with three fellow knO\\'Il gang

members to commit a retaliatory drive-by shooting]; People v. Gamez (1991)

235 Cal.App.3d 957, 978 [defendant gang member drove his truck,

accompanied by another vehicle, to a location in rival gang territory where a

rival gang member's vehicle was parked, and fIred five to ten shots, seriously

injuring a bystander]; and People v. Ngoun (2001) 88 Cal.App.4th 432, 436
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[defendant went with other gang members to a party where he knew other rival

gang members would be, armed in anticipation of a confrontation, asked one

ofhis fellow gang members to "watch his back," and frred into the crowd after

a rival gang member "disrespected" him]. In each ofthese cases, the evidence

showed the conduct was committed for the benefit of, or to promote, the gang.

Here, there was no similar evidence. Appellant's status as an individual

who lived in his .long-time family home in gang territory and had been seen

"associating" with family' members and others in the neighborhood, and his

commission of the instant offenses with his co-defendant, do not constitute

substantial evidence the offenses were "gang-related" as required by the

statutes and the case law interpreting them. (FrankS., supra; see also, People

v. Robles (2000) 23 Ca1.4th 1106, 1115 (defendant charged with being an

active gang member carrying a loaded frrearm in public (§ 12031 (a)(2)(C)), no

evidence that in doing so he was willfully promoting, furthering, or assisting

in any felonious criminal gang conduct.])

The evidence was insufficient to support a finding that the offenses

were committed "for the benefit ot: at the direction of, or in association with

any criminal street gang." (§186.22 (b)(I).) Accordingly, the enhancement

findings must be stricken.
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E. The Gang Expert's Opinion, Standing Alone, Does not
Constitute Substantial Evidence that Appellant Acted With the Requisite
Specific Intent.

Officer Hamilton provided the only evidence that appellant acted with

the specific intent to promote, further, or assIst gang conduct. (§186.22, subd.

(b)(l).) Hamilton was part of a task force which was paid to prosecute and

obtain gang convictions (2RT 385-386), and thus a biased witness. (See,

People v. Buffington (2007) 152 Ca1.App.4th 446, 454-455 [evidence that

well-paid expert witness routinely has reached conclusions favorable to one

side was relevant because a rational inference can be drawn that he is not being

entirely objective in formulating his opinion, may not be giving his true

opinion, or that his analysis is not as trustworthy as it might be.])

People v. Ferraez (2003) 112 Cal.App.4th 925, demonstrates the

insufficiency of Hamilton's opinion testimony to establish the gang

enhancement. In Ferraez, the defendant, a known gang member, was arrested

at the Bristol swap mall holding a baggy containing 26 small pieces of rock

cocaine. According to the arresting officer, he stated he was a gang member,

that he had pennission from the Las Compadres gang to sell the "rock" at that

location, that he was not selling it for the gang, but rather, was trying to raise

some quick money to buy a $400 car. (Id. at 928.) The prosecution's gang

expert opined the drugs were intended to be sold "for the benefit of or in
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association with" the Walnut Street gang, ofwhich, in his opinion, Ferraezwas

a member. He testified the proceeds ofthe drug sales would be used to benefit

the gang through the purchase ofweapons or narcotics, or as bail for a fellow

gang member, and that the sale of drugs promotes, furthers, and assists

criminal conduct by the gang. (Ibid.)

Addressing the sufficiency of the evidence that Ferraez' conduct was

"for the benefit of the gang," the Court of Appeal noted that while the gang

expert's opinion was properly admitted in evidence, the expert testimony alone

"would not have been sufficient to find the drug offense was gang related."

(ld. at p. 931.)

In People v. Killebrew (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 644, 652, the People's

gang expert testified not only about the defendant's gang membership, but his

particular intent with respect to the charged offense, stating that, "when one

gang member possesses a gun, every other gang member in the car knows of

the gun and will constructively possess the gun." This testimony provided the

only evidence to establish the specific intent element of the gang crime, and

the court concluded it "did nothing more than inform the jury how [the expert]

believed the case should be decided." (Id. at 658.) While recognizing experts

may properly testify about the culture and habits ofcriminal street gangs, the

court found no authority that "permitted testimony that a specific, individual
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had specific knowledge or possessed a specific intent." (Ibid. ) Accordingly,

the court determined such testimony could not be used to support the

defendant's conviction. (Id. at pp. 658- 659.)

Here, prosecution expert Hamilton opined that the charged offenses

were "done with the specific intent to promote, further, and/or assist members

of the Penn West gang," because " ...that's what gang members do." (2RT

377) Hamilton's opinion, the sole evidence on the issue ofappellant's intent,

like that ofthe experts in Ferraez and Killebrew, was insufficient to establish

the requisite intent.

F. Officer Hamilton's Opinion Testimony Constituted Improper
Profile Evidence Which does not Amount to Substantial Evidence
Supporting the Gang Enhancement.

"A profile is a collection of conduct and characteristics commonly

displayed by those who commit a certain crime." (People v. Robbie (2001) 92

Ca1.AppAth 1075, 1084.) The Court ofAppeal in Robbie noted the frequently

cited example of the drug courier profile, which the United States Supreme

Court has defined as "a somewhat infonnal compilation of characteristics

believed to be typical of persons unlawfully carrying narcotics." (Reid v.

Georgia (1980) 448 U.S. 438, 440 [100 S.Ct. 2752, 2754, 65 L.Ed.2d 890].)

Similarly, here, Officer Hamilton's opinions concerning what he

believed to be typical of gang members, and his testimony that the charged
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offenses were "done with the specific intent to promote, further, and/or assist

members of the Penn West gang," because "...that's what gang members do"

(2RT 377), constituted profile evidence. which does not amount to substantial

evidence supporting a true fmding on the gang enhancements.

Profile evidence is inherently suspect because profiles potentially

include innocent citizens. (People v. Robbie, supra, 92 Cal.App.4th at p.

1084.) "Every defendant has a right to be tried based on the evidence against

him or her, not on the teclmiques utilized by law enforcement officials in

investigating criminal activity. Drug courier profile evidence is nothing more

than the opinion ofthose officers conducting an investigation." (Ibid., citing

Us. v. Beltran-Rios (9th Cir. 1989) 878 F.2d 1208, 1210, quoting United

States v. Hernandez-Cuartas (11th eir. 1983) 717 F.2d 552,555.)

The court in Robbie, supra, illustrated the problem with profile

evidence by examining the underlying syllogism: "criminals act ina certain

way; the defendant acted that way; therefore, the defendant is a criminal." (92

Cal.App.4th at p. 1085.) Were this to be accepted, guilt would flow

ineluctably from the major premise. But, held Robbie, the major premise is

faulty. It implies that criminals, and only criminals, act in a given way. In fact,

certain behavior may be consistent with both innocent and illegal behavior, as

the People's expert conceded in Robbie. (Ibid.)
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Here, where Officer Hamilton conceded the offenses could be self-

motivated, to support a drug habit and/or to keep the burglary proceeds for

oneself, his gang profile opinion that the offenses must have been "for the

gang" because "that's what gang members do" do not constitute substantial

evidence that appellant acted with the requisite specific intent.

For all of the reasons stated, the gang enhancement fmdings must be

reversed.

III

Tbe Sentencing Court Imposed an Unauthorized Sentence

After the jury verdict and the court trial on the gang enhancements, the

case was set for court trial on the alleged strike prior. (CT 314; 2RT 400-406)

The trial judge then noticed he had been the District Attorney at sentencing on

the prior offense, declared a conflict, and sent the matter to another court

(Judge Hawkins) for all further proceedings. (CT 314; 2RT 401-406)

At sentencing on April 6, 2007, the court stated its intended sentence

as follows: " ... on count 1 [burglary] for the mid term of eight years. That

would be doubled for the strike. 16 years, plus five for the serious felony

under 186.22(b) for a principal term of21 years." (2RT 413) After hearing

argument, the court imposed its intended sentence:

Count 1 will be the principal for the mid term of eight
years. That's doubled because of the strike, and then five
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ARGUMENT

I.

EXPERT TESTIMONY ON CHILD SEXUAL
ABUSE ACCOMMODATION SYNDROME
WAS ERRONEOUSLY ADMITTED TO
MINIMIZE INCONSISTENCIES IN THE
CHILDREN'S TESTIMONY

The trial court erred by pennitting the prosecution to introduce

evidence of Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome (CSAAS) , the

same theory discredited in the McMartin Preschool case, to justify the

children's six to eight year delay in reporting the sexual abuse by appellant to

police and to minimize glaring inconsistencies in their testimony.2 (Buckley

v. County ofLos Angeles (9th Cir. 1992) 968 F.2d 791; 4RT 858-861.) The

evidence usurped the jury's fact finding role and violated appellant's right to

a fair trial. (People v. Brown (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 892, 914; U.S. Const. 5th, 6th,

& 14th Amend.) Moreover, the evidence of CSAAS is no longer widely

accepted by the scientific community. The error constituted prejudicial

reversible error especially since the first jury hung four to eight to acquit in a

prior trial where such evidence was excluded.

2

In the highly publicized McMartin case allegations were made that teachers and others
had molested children in 1983 at the McMartin preschool in Manhattan Beach,
California. Faulty investigation techniques were used, and Dr. Rolland Summit
testified regarding Child Sexual Accommodation Syndrome. The charges were later
dropped and the children adlnitted making false claims. (Buckey v. County ofLos
Angeles (9th Cir. 1992) 968 F.2d 791;see also Ellenberger v. Espinosa (1994) 30
Cal.AppAth 943, 950; Satz v. Superior Court (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 1525, 1528
McMartin v. Children's Institute International (1989) 212 Cal.App.3d 1393, 1398.)
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A. Proceedings Below

Over defense counsel ~ s objection~ the trial court permitted the

prosecution to introduce expert testimony about CSAAS) for the limited

purpose ofexplaining inconsistencies in the children ~ s testimony including the

delayed reporting ofthe abuse. (4RT 856-861.) CSAAS was not admitted in

the first trial which resulted in a hung jury split 4 to 8 to acquit. (IRT 143

144~ 147-149.) Prior to trial, the prosecutor bragged he would begetting a

guilty verdict in this trial as a result of the CSAAS testimony which had not

been presented in the last trial. (IRT 143, 147 ~ 149.) The prosecution claimed

expert Dr. Veronica Thomas needed to explain to the jury why the children

delayed reporting the abuse~ why their statements were inconsistent~ and why

they recanted. (4RT 853; ICT 159.) The prosecution claimed the Kelly(Frye

concerns were not applicable. (lCT 161.)

1. The defense objected to the CSAAS testimony.

The trial court conducted a hearing regarding the proffered

expert testimony in the middle ofthe trial after the three children had testified

about the abuse. The defense objected to the CSAAS testimony on the

grounds there had been no delayed reporting. (4RT 853.) According to the

defense, Jasmine~ Keshia and Raymond all testified in this trial that they had

reported the sexual abuse to their mother soon after it occurred~ so CSAAS

was irrelevant since there was no delayed reporting. (4RT853.) The defense

feared the jury would use the expert testimony for the improper purpose of

finding appellant guilty ofthe alleged abuse. (4RT 857.) Specifically~ counsel

argued the jury would hear Dr. Thomas ~ s testimony about how sexually

assaulted kids react and would think the children in this case acted in the same

8



way, and conclude they must also have been abused. (4RT 857.) The defense

argued it would be impossible to make the CSAAS testimony generic. (4RT,
857.) The defense was particularly troubled by the fact Dr. Thomas had

already read the reports ofsexual abuse ofthese particular victims in this case.

(4RT 854,857-858.) The defense also objected on the basis the testimony was

unduly prejudicial under Evidence Code section 352. (4RT 858.) The defense

maintained CSAAS was not a scientifically accepted theory, and was never

designed to be a litigation or a diagnostic tool, but was simply a therapeutic

tool with no empirical studies supporting it. (lRT 147; 4RT 856.)

The trial court overruled the objection. (4RT 858.) In allowing

Dr. Thomas to testify, the trial court specified the CSAAS testimony could

only be given in general terms to explain why victims delay reporting. (4RT

858; 5RT 870.) The trial court told the prosecutor to warn Dr. Thomas notto

use hypotheticals, and not to relate the testimony to these particular witnesses.

(4RT 858-859; 5RT 870.) The trial court expressed a "grave concern" that

unlike in other cases where the expert had not read the report of sexual abuse

in the case Dr. Thomas had reviewed the reports involving these victims prior

to testifying. (5RT 870.)

2. Dr. Thomas Testified as an Expert on CSAAS. and the trial court
instructed on its limited application in this case.

At trial, psychologist Dr. Veronica Thomas testified for the

prosecution as an' expert in chid sexual abuse and CSAAS, and described the

five elements or stages exhibited in the syndrolne: (1) secrecy; (2)

helplessness; (3) entrapment/accommodation; (4) delayed or unconvincing

disclosure; and (5) and recantation. (5RT 885.) Dr. Thomas, who is not a

medical doctor, explained CSAAS was not a medical diagnosis but was a way

ofhelping therapists to understand the kinds ofstatements children make after
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being molested by someone they knew. (5RT 883.) According to Dr. Thomas,

the theory of CSAAS assumes the child was molested. (5RT 897.) Dr.

Thomas stressed "every child's experience is unique" and not all five elements

are necessarily present in each case. (5RT 889-891, 896, 889.) Child sexual

abuse claims which later tum out to be false may exhibit some of the five

stages of CSAAS. (5RT 889, 896, 899.)

Dr. Thomas's prior review of the reported molestations in this

case enabled her to adapt her testimony to correspond to the testimony children

had just given, and allowed herto explain away inconsistencies which would

otherwise have eroded the children's credibility. (5RT 890-891.)

B. CSAAS is a Controversial Theory Which Has Been
Excluded in Numerous States

In 1983, Dr. Roland Summit published a paper describing Child

Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome (CSAAS). (People v. Bowker

(1988) 203 Cal.App.3d 385, 389, fn. 3.) CSAAS describes a collection of

seemingly inconsistent behaviors in children who have been victims ofsexual

abuse. (People v. Patino (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 1737, 1742.) The stages are:

secrecy; (2) helplessness; (3) accommodation; (4) disclosure; and (5) reaction.

(Id. at p. 1742.)

CSAAS has been the topic ofheated debate and has occasioned

a split between states such as California which permit the introduction of

;CSAAS and those which exclude it. Numerous states have rejected CSAAS

on the basis it is not generally accepted in the relevant scientific community.

(Hadden v. State (Fla. 1997) 690 So.2d 573 [CSAAS inadmissible under Frye

in Fla.]; Newkirk v. Com. (Ky. 1996) 937 S.W. 690 [CSAAS inadmissible in

Ky.]; State v. Stribley (Iowa 1995) 53 N.W. 2d 170 [CSAAS not generally

accepted in scientific community]; Com. v. Dunkle (Pa. 1992) 529 Pa. 168
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[CSAAS testimony reversible error in Pa.]; People v. Knupp (NY 1992) 179

A.D.2d 1030 [CSAAS inadmissible].)

For example, in the 1992 decision ofCommonwealth v. Dunkle,

supra, 529 Pa. 168, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held the introduction of

CSAAS was reversible error because CSAAS was not scientifically valid and

was not generally accepted within the field of child psychology. (Id. at pp.

177-178.) The court held the child's delay in reporting because he was

embarrassed or afraid was easily understood by lay people and did not require

expert analysis. (Id. at pp. 181-182.) Since the issue was one of common

knowledge, expert testimony on the subject was inadmissible. (Id. at p. 181.)

In reaching this conclusion the court stated, "Permitting an expert to testify

about an unsupportable behavioral profile and then introducing testimony to

show that the witness acted in conformance with such a profile is an erroneous

method of obtaining a conviction. For this reason we hold that the expert

should not have been permitted to testify about behavior patterns generally

exhibited by abused children and that the error requires reversaL" (ld. at p.

181.)

Even the scientific community has discouraged the use of

CSAAS at trial. "[U]se of CSAAS in court may be ill advised pragmatically

speaking, given the lack of empirical support for it as a syndrome and its

consequent vulnerability to attack." ("Just What the Doctor Ordered: Medical

and Psychological Testimony in Child Abuse Cases," Angelea Crossman,

Ph.D., Section of Child Maltreatment Newsletter, Div. 37, American

Psychological Assn., Vol. 11, No.2, Fall 2006.)

C. California Permits Limited Use of CSAAS Testimony to
Explain Delays in Reporting Abuse

California is among the states allowing the introduction of
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CSAAS evidence, albeit for a limited purpose. Under California law, CSAAS

is inadmissible to prove a witness is credible because the victim manifests

certain defined characteristics generally exhibited by abused children. (People

v. Wells (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 179, 188; People v. Bowker, supra, 203

Cal.App.3d at p. 391.) Such expert testimony is inadmissible to prove a

molestation actually occurred. (People v. Wells, supra, 118Cal.App.4th at p.

188; People v. Patino, supra, 26 Cal.App.4th at p. 1744.) When CSAAS

evidence is admitted it must be targeted to a specific myth or misconception

about how a child reacts to a molestation. (People v. McAlpin (1991) 53

Ca1.3d 1289,1300-1301; People v. Wells, supra, 118 Cal.App.4th at p. 188;

People v. Bowker, supra, 203 Cal.App.3d at p. 393.) For example, when a

child delays a significant time in reporting the incident, an expert may testify

delayed reporting is consistent with a secretive environment created by the

abuser who occupies a position of trust. (People v. Bowker, supra, 203

Cal.App.3d at pp. 393-394; see also People v. McAlpin, supra, 53 Ca1.3d at p.

1301.)

'" Such expert testimony is needed to disabuse jurors of

commonly held misconceptions about child sexual abuse, and to explain the

emotional antecedents of abused children's seemingly self-impeaching

behavior." (People v. McAlpin, supra, 53 Ca1.3d at p. 1301.) CSAAS is

unusual because it is designed to explain the complaining witness's state of

mind. (People v. Patino, supra, 26 Cal.App.4th at p. 1744.) The jury must

also be given a limiting instruction when CSAAS testimony has been admitted

solely for the purpose of: (1) showing the victim's reactions are consistent

with being molested; and (2) the expert's testimony cannot be considered as

proof the molestations actually occurred. (People v. Housley (1992) 6

Cal.AppAth 947, 957-959; CALJIC No. 10.64.) The decision whether to

admit expert testimony on CSAAS is entrusted to the sound discretion of the
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trial court and will only be reversed on appeal when there has been a manifest

abuse of discretion. (People v. McAlpin, supra, 53 Ca1.3d at p. 1299.)

D. There was No Delayed Reporting, the Children Told Their
Mother Soon After; CSAAS Testimony Was Unwarranted
and Should Have Been Excluded

In the present case there was no need for CSAAS testimony on

the topic of delayed reporting because there was no delayed reporting. All

three children reported the abuse to Penuliar. (2 RT 442-443; 3RT 542; 4RT

739, 770, 775.) Jasmine told her mother about the abuse in Carson, Keshia

told her mom a couple ofdays after it occurred, and Raymond told his mother,

his aunt, and his step-mother. (2 RT 442-443; 3RT 542; 4RT 739, 770, 775.)

Accordingly, since there was no delayed reporting, the trial court abused its

discretion in admitting CSAAS testimony on this basis. (People v. McAlpin,

supra, 53 Ca1.3d at p. 1301; People v. Bowker, supra, 203 Cal.App.3d at pp.

393-394.) Furthermore, the CSAAS evidence was irrelevant because there

was no delayed reporting in this case. The irrelevant testimony should have

been excluded. (People v. Harris (2005) 37 Ca1.4th 310,337; People v. Heard

(2003)31 Ca1.4th 946,973; Evid. Code, § 210.)

E. The Expert Improperly Gave Her Opinion on the Issue of
Guilt by Presuming All Victims are Telling the Truth

Moreover, even assuming for the sake of argument theCSAAS

was admissible, Dr. Thomas's testimony far exceeded the limited admissibility

of this testimony. California law clearly provides CSAAS testimony is not

admissible on the ultimate issue ofguilt to prove whether the specific charges

occurred. (People v. Wells, supra, 118 Cal.AppAth at p. 188; People v.

Patino, supra, 26 Cal.App.4th at p. 1744.) In this case, Dr. Thomas violated
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this proviso by giving her opinion on the ultimate issue of guilt. Dr. Thomas

testified that in her practice she presumes the allegations ofsexual molestation

are true. (5RT 883.) She also stated the theory ofCSAAS presumes the abuse

occurred. (5RT 897.) -With these two statements Dr. Thomas for all intents

and purposes gave her opinion as to the ultimate issue of guilt by telling the

jury the children were telling the truth, the abuse occurred, and appellant was

guilty as charged. The expert testimony given was improper. (People v. Wells,

supra, 118 Cal.AppAth at p. 188; People v. Patino, supra, 26 Cal.AppAth at

p.1744.)

F. After Reviewing the Allegations in this Case the Expert
Improperly Tailored Her Testimony to the Specific
Allegations in this Case which the Children had Just
Testified About, the Same Procedure Disapproved of in
People v. Bowker

The testimony by Dr. Thomas was improper for a second reason.

The district attorney provided her with reports detailing the specific allegations

of sexual abuse in this case prior to trial which allowed her to tailor her

testimony to the specific factual allegations in this case. (5RT 870.) This is

precisely the action found to constitute error in People v. Bowker, supra, 203

Cal.App.3d 385. (Id. at pp. 393-394.) In People v. Bowker, supra, 203

Cal.App.3d 385, the defendant was convicted of 14 counts of lewd acts with

a child under 14. (Id. at p. 387.) The Court ofAppeal held the trial court erred

by allowing the psychologist to tailor the CSAAS to the facts ofthat particular

case. (Id. at pp. 393-394.)

The Bowker Court reasoned while it was clearly error to apply

CSAAS theory to the facts of the case and conclude the victim had been

molested, it was equally improper to for the expert to give "general" testimony

tailored in such a way that invites the jury to apply the syndrome to the special
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facts ofthe case and conclude the child was sexually abused. (Ibid.) "In fact,

there may be more danger where the application is left to the jury because the

jurors' education and training may not have sensitized them to the dangers of

drawing predictive conclusions. The expert may be aware that although

victims of child abuse generally exhibit a particular type of behavior, that

behavior is also found in significant numbers of children who have not been

molested. The jury may not be similarly cognizant." (ld. at p. 393.)

The CSAAS testimony given in this case was precisely the type

disapproved of in People v. Bowker, supra, 203 Cal.App.3d 385. The trial

court stated it was of grave concern that the prosecutor had provided Dr.

Thomas the facts ofthis particular case prior to trial. (5RT 870.) Although the

trial court had warned the prosecution to keep the testimony in generalities, Dr.

Thomas's testimony ran afoul of this admonition and was tailored to the

precise testimony just given by the children in this case. This improper use of

CSAAS testimony was found to constitute error in People v. Bowker, supra,

203 Ca1.App.3d at p. 393-394, and is likewise error in the case at bar.

Called as a witness for the prosecution after aU of three child

victims had testified, Dr. Thomas's testimony was tailored to their exact

testimony. For example, Dr. Thomas testified it is common for victims not to

recall the specific number of times the abuse has occurred. (5RT 890.) This

diffused the inconsistencies in Raymond's testimony.

The most striking inconsistency was Raymond's estimate ofhow

many molestations had occurred, which snowballed over time. When

Raymond initially spoke to police the day Jasmine ran away, Raymond claimed

appellant had only abused him once. (4RT 806-807.) Raymond told Laurie

Fineman during the videotaped interview days later the abuse had occurred

twice. (4RT 759; 5RT 907,933.) Months later, during the firsttrial,Raymond

testified appellant had rubbed his penis a "couple of times" in Carson. (4RT
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762.) By the time of this third trial, Raymond testified appellant had rubbed

his penis more than 20 times just in Carson, and that there had been 125

instances of sexual contact in total. (4RT 733, 742-744, 759, 762-766, 774.)

The jump from once to 125 times would have completely undercut Raymond's

credibility without the CSAAS testimony. However, Dr. Thomas diffused this

inconsistency by explaining partial reporting is common and many children are

unable to recall the number of instances of abuse. (5RT 890-891.)

According to Dr. Thomas, children often delay reporting, which

explained why the children waited six to eight years to report the abuse to

police. (2RT 448, 440, 450~ 3RT 547, 555-560, 587~ 4RT 729,762,737-738;

5RT 807.) Although the prosecution claimed Dr. Thomas's testimony was to

debunk myths associated with child abuse, it was strategically geared to the

claims already made by the children in this trial which is why the district

attorney gave Dr. Thomas the reports detailing the abuse before she testified.

This was not general testimony. It was strategically geared to rehabilitate the

sagging credibility of these children, and to secure a conviction which had

eluded the prosecution in the first trial. The prosecutor argued Raymond's late

and partial reporting fit the CSAAS theory Dr. Thomas had explained. (7RT

1363-1365,1369, 1406.)

The tactic paid off. Appellant's conviction was largely

attributable to the CSAAS testimony which diminished the inconsistencies in

the children's testimony. The erroneous admission of Dr. Thomas's expert

testimony which the trial court knew had been prepared with advance

knowledge ofthe reported allegations in this case constituted reversible error.

(People v. Bowker, supra, 203 Cal.AppJd at pp. 393-394.)

Dr. Thomas's testimony usurped the exclusive fact-finding

function of the jury and violated appellant's right to have the jury determine

every material aspect ofhis guilt. (Duncan v. Louisiana (1968) 391 U.S. 145,
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149 [88 S.Ct. 1444,20 L.Ed.2d491]; People v. Brown, supra, 33 Ca1.4th at p.

914; Peoplev. Humphrey (1996) 13 Ca1.4th 1073,1099; Tennessev. Ballard

(1993) 855 S.W.2d 557,562; U.S. Const. 5th
, 6t

\ & 14th Amend.) Appellant's

right to a jury determination of his guilt, and his right to a fair trial, were

violated. (Snowden v. Singletary (11 th Cir. 1998) 135 F.3d 732, 738 [child

abuse expert's testimony that 99% ofvictims tell the truth usurped the jury's

fact-finding role and rendered the trial fundamentally unfair]; People v. Hill

(1998) 17 Ca1.4th 800, 844-845 [cumulative errors fundamentally unfair].).)

Appellant's federal right to due process was also trampled. (Estelle v.

McGuire (1991) 502 U.S. 62 [112 S.Ct.475; 116 L.Ed.2d 385]; U.S. Const. 5th

& 6th Amend.)

G. CSAAS is so Widely Disputed it No Longer Satisfies the
KellY/Frye Test

Furthermore, it is time for California courts to recognize, as the

defense argued below, CSAAS is not a reliable scientific theory under

Kelly/Frye3 or Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmacuticals, Inc. (1993) 509 U.S.

579 [113 S.Ct. 2786,125 L.Ed.2d 469]) (IRT 147, 4RT 856.) The Kelly/Frye

test is a judicially created rule governing the admissibility of new types of

scientific evidence. (People v. Wilkinson (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 821, 845.) Under

the Kelly/Frye rule the party seeking to introduce evidence derived from a new

scientific methodology is required to satisfy three prongs by demonstrating: (1)

the reliability of the new technique has gained general acceptance in the

relevant scientific community; (2) the expert testifying is qualified; and (3) the

correct scientific procedures were employed in this particular case. (People

v. Roybal (1998) 19 Ca1.4th 481, 505.) On appeal the general acceptance

3Prye v. United States (D.C. Cir. 1923) 293 F. 1013 (Frye); People v. Kelly (1976)
17 Ca1.3d 24, 39 (Kelly).
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prong is a tnixed question of fact and law subject to de novo review. (People

v. Hill (2001) 89 Cal.AppAth 48, 57.)

Before an expert may testifY about a matter the subject must be

sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the particular

field. (Tennessev. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2datpp. 562-563; Commonwealth

v. Dunkle, supra, 602 A.2d at p. 832.) Given the divide among the states,

CSAAS is no longer sufficiently established to have gained a general

acceptance in the scientific community.. (Tennesse v. Ballard, supra, 855

S.W.2d at p. 562; Commonwealth v. Dunkle, supra, 602 A.2d at p. 832.)

The principle problem with CSAAS is that it is impossible to

make a generalization about the effects ofsexual abuse on children. (Tennesse

v. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2d at p. 561, fn. 2.) There is no one classical

profile for abused children. No two children or families react in exactly the

same way to child sexual abuse. (Ibid.) Moreover, the syndrome does not

discriminate between sexually abused children and children who have

experienced other trauma. (Tennesse v. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2d at p. 562;

Commonwealth v. Dunkle, supra, 602 A.2d at p. 832.) Children who have

been sexually abused react in a myriad of ways which may be comparable to

children who have been suffered different kinds of abuse such as neglect or

care by a psychotic or antisocial parents. (Commonwealth v. Dunkle, supra,

602 A.2d at p. 832-833.) Accordingly, testimony about uniformity of

behaviors displayed by sexually abused children is not sufficiently established

to have gained general acceptance and the admission of evidence of CSAAS

constituted reversible error. (Tennesse v. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2d at p.

562; Commonwealth v. Dunkle, supra, 602 A.2d at p. 834.) Even Dr. Thomas

admitted not all abused children display the same five symptoms. (5RT 896

899.) Dr. Thomas acknowledged the five CSAAS symptoms may be present

in children who have not been sexually abused. (5RT 896-899.) She further
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conceded the theory was a treatment tool and was not to be used as a

diagnostic tool. (5RT 883.)

"No matter how defenseless the child, or how strong the policy

ofprotecting victims of abuse, justice is not served by 'proving' sexual abuse

through misleading and unreliable testimony." (Tennesse v. Ballard, supra,

855 S.W.2d at p. 562.) Although California appellate court decisions presently

condone the use of CSAAS testimony to prove why children of abuse delay

reporting, the delay in contacting police was not a matter outside the

knowledge of lay persons. Raymond testified he did not tell police because

appellant told him not to and because he was afraid. (4RT 733-734, 736.) The

jurors did not need an expert to clarify this for them. The testimony was self

explanatory. Moreover, the children reported the abuse to family members so

there was not need to explain delayed reporting since they disclosed the abuse.

(4RT 739,770,775.) CSAAS evidence isno longer generally accepted inthe

scientific community, and its admission constituted reversible error. (Tennesse

v. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2d at p. 562; Commonwealth v. Dunkle, supra, 602

A.2d at p. 834.) As set forth in Tennesse v. Ballard, supra, 855 S.W.2d 557,

California courts should halt the use ofCSAAS testimony on any level.

Although prior California appellate decisions have held CSAAS

satisfies the Kelly/Frye test when the expert's testimony is limited to

disproving myths associated with child abuse victims, science evolves.

(People v. Bowker, supra, Cal.App.3d at pp. 391-392.) What was once an

accepted scientific theory may later become discredited. (People v. Soto

(1999) 21 Cal.4th 512, 537.) Subsequent to its limited acceptance in

California, CSAAS has been questioned in other states. Even Dr. Thomas

acknowledged CSAAS is not a diagnostic tool, but a treatment tool based on

Dr. Summit's unscientific observation of patients. (5RT 883.) Dr. Thomas

testified each child abuse victim's experience is unique so a sexual abuse
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victim may display none or all of the five traits, and traits which are present

may be attributable to something other than sexual abuse. (5RT 883-884,889

891, 896-899.) If the five traits mayor may not be present, and they mayor

Inay not be caused by something other than sexual abuse, the theory is of no

use whatsoever at trial and only adds to the confusion. The theory's own

inventor Dr. Sumlnit later cautioned CSAAS was being misused. (5RT 898.)

Accordingly, CSAAS should not longer be admitted for any purpose in

California criminal trials.

H. The CSAAS Testimony Was Unduly Prejudicial Under
Evidence Code Section 352

Expert testimony regarding CSAASwas also unduly prejudicial

under Evidence Code section 352, as appellant argued below. (4RT 858.) By

allowing an expert in the field to testify that she presumes the children

claiming to have been molested are telling the truth, and that the theory of

CSAAS presumes the children are truthful, she implied the jury should also

presume the children were telling the truth, which significantly prejudiced

appellant and constituted reversible error. (People v. Ochoa (2001) 26 Ca1.4th

398,437; People v. Kipp (1998) 18 Ca1.4th 349,371; Evid. Code, § 352; 5RT

883, 897.)

I. The Error was Prejudicial and Necessitates the Reversal of
Appellant's Convictions

Although the jury was given limiting instructions which

explained how it could apply the CSAAS testimony, the impact ofthe CSAAS

testimony was profound, especiaIly in light of the prosecutor's closing

argument. The jury was instructed pursuant to CALlIC No. 10.64 and
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CALCRIM No. 1193 not to consider evidence of CSAAS as proof the

molestations had occurred, and the trial court admonished the jury to consider

the evidence as a general concept only not on the ultimate issue ofguilt. (5RT

877-878, 894-895; 2CT 360.) The trial court told the jury it could consider the

CSAAS testimony as it related to the credibility of the children only. (5RT

894.) The prosecutor argued Dr. Thomas's testimony revealed the children

were telling the truth, that delayed reporting was common, and that

contradictions in Raymond's testimony fit the delayed reporting and under

reporting within CSAAS as Dr. Thomas had explained. (7RT 1363-1365.

1368-1369, 1406, 1409.) In essence, the prosecution urged the jury to convict

appellant based on the CSAAS testimony as evidence he' committed the

charged offenses.

The trial court abused its discretion in admitting evidence of

CSAAS and the error cannot be dismissed as harmless in light of the

significant contradictions in the children's testimony and the motives of the

children, Penuliar and Triplett to lie. Although all of the children gave

detailed accounts of the purported sexual abuse by appellant, their testimony

was contradictory and was not supported by any physical evidence.

Raymond's testimony was the most convoluted. Despite initially telling

Officer Stotts he had been abused only once, by the time the case came to this

third trial, he claimed to have been molested 125 times. (4RT 733,742-744,

762-766, 774, 806-807.) This is not a minor inconsistency, but an irretrievable

shortcoming in his testimony. At this trial he claimed appellant told him to

"take it to the grave" each time the abuse occurred, yet somehow Raymond

never mentioned this threat during the first trial or to police. (4RT 760, 772.)

Appellant was a strict disciplinarian. All ofthe children testified

they hated appellant's rules, and that their life was better without him and his

restrictions on movies, television, music, and make-up. (2RT 481-482, 486-
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488,491,537.) This provided a strong motive for the children to lie about the

abuse. Appellant's now ex-wife Penuliar was also motivated to lie about the

abuse to the tune of$92,000. (lRT 334.) She too found life was better after

appellant was incarcerated, and she admitted appellant would be able to come

after her for his proceeds from the house sale ifhe were released from custody.

(lRT 334.) Triplett admitted she was angry at appellant for taking custody

away from her. (3RT 674.) The motives to lie were many. Without any

physical evidence to corroborate the flawed abuse claims, it is reasonably

probable appellant would have received a more favorable verdict if the Dr.

Thomas's testimony regarding CSAAS tstimony had been excluded. (People

v. Watson (1956) 46 Ca1.2d 818, 824; People v. Bowker, supra, 203

Cal.App.3d at pp. 892-893.) The term "reasonably probable" in Watson,

supra, means "merely a reasonable chance, more than an abstract possibility."

(College Hospital, Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 8 Ca1.4th 704, 715.) The

prejudice is readily discernable in this case where the jury hung in the first trial

eight to four when the testimony was not admitted, and the district attorney

bragged he would obtain a conviction using this testimony. (lRT 143-144,

147-149.) There is a reasonable chance appellant was prejudiced by the

CSAAS testimony. Accordingly, reversal is necessary.
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II.

BECAUSE THE JURY SHOULD HAVE BEEN
INSTRUCTED REGARDING HOW TO USE - AND
NOT MIS-USE -THE EXPERT TESTIMONY ABOUT
DELAYED DISCLOSURE IN CHILD MOLESTATION
CASES, THE COURT ERRED WHEN IT FAILED TO
GIVE THE INSTRUCTION SUA SPONTE; THE
JUDGMENT MUST BE REVERSED.

A. Introduction And Proceedings Below.

Although there was expert testimony about delayed disclosure in

child molestation cases (a component of the Child Sexual Abuse

Accolnmodation Syndrome (CSAAS)), the jury was never instructed that

the testimony could not be employed to determine if the molestation claim

was true, but could only be used to show the victim's conduct was not

inconsistent with being abused. The court had a sua sponte duty to so

instruct the jury, and it erred when it failed to do so.

Daniel Marshall, a detective who investigates the sexual and

physical abuse of children, explained his training on delayed disclosure and

the reluctance of children to report molestation. (1 RT 187.) He then

testified that delayed reporting is very common in child molestation cases

where there is an in-home perpetrator or close family perpetrator, because

the child Inay know he or she will be taken from the home by authorities if

he or she discloses abuse or the child may be scared, embarrassed, or

believe he or she is to blame for the molestation. (1 RT 188-190.) About

95 percent of the abuse cases Marshall had investigated were delayed
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disclosure cases. (1 RT 189.) He also testified that, in most cases of child

sexual assault, the child knows the perpetrator and the home is an unhealthy

environment, with drugs, domestic violence, and parents' abdicating their

roles. (1 RT 189-190.) Marshall was assigned to this case and had contact

with Jane Doe about ten days after she reported the molestations. (1 RT

190.)

The court sua sponte instructed the jury with CALCRIM No. 332,

which explained how to evaluate expert testimony. (1 RT 229.) However,

the jury was not instructed with CALCRIM No. 1193, Testimony on Child

Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome, which provides:

You have heard testimony from [an expert] regarding
child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome.

[The expert]'s testimony about child sexual abuse
accommodation syndrome is not evidence that the defendant
committed any of the crimes charged against him.

You may consider this evidence only in deciding
whether or not [the victim)'s conduct was not inconsistent
with the conduct of someone who has been molested and in
evaluating the believability of [her] testimony.

The court's failure to give this instruction permitted the jury to use

Marshall's evidence impermissibly as proof appellant molested Jane Doe.

B. The Court Had A Sua Sponte Duty To Instruct The Jury With
CALCRIM No. 1193, And It Failed To Give The Instruction.

CSAAS evidence assists a jury in dispelling common myths about

child lTIolestation victims, such as false recantation or delayed disclosure.
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Cal.AppJd at p. 394, emphasis original.) "[T]he jury must be instructed

simply and directly that the expert's testimony is not intended and should

not be used to determine whether the victim's molestation claim is true.

The jurors must understand that CSAAS research approaches the issue from

a perspective opposite to that of the jury. CSAAS assumes a molestation

has occurred and seeks to describe and explain common reactions of

children to the experience." (Ibid.)

A court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jury that CSAAS

testimony cannot be used to determine if the molestation claim was true,

but can only be used to show the victim's conduct was not inconsistent with

abuse. (People v. Housley (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th 947, 956; but see People v.

SanchezJ supraJ 208 Cal.App.3d at p. 736 and People v. Stark (1989) 213

Cal.AppJd 107, 116.)

In People v. Housley, supra, the court found a sua sponte

requirement because of both the potential for misuse of CSAAS evidence

and the potential for great prejudice to the defendant if the evidence is mis

used. (6 Cal.App.4th at pp. 958-959.) A trial court is required to give

instructions, sua sponte, on both general principles of law relevant to issues

raised by the evidence and the weight to be given expert testilTIOny. (Id. at

p. 957.) Special precautions are taken to instruct a jury so that it does not

accord an expert's opinion undue weight, because of the ready acceptance

of such testimony when it is beyond the jurors' expertise. (Id. at pp. 957-
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958.) CSAAS evidence is "unusually susceptible of being misunderstood

and misapplied by a jury," because the evidence is akin to whether abuse

actually occurred. (Id. at p. 958.) The jury could view the testimony as

corroboration for the victim, which could unfairly tip the balance in the

prosecution's favor. (Ibid.) Finally, the court reasoned, it is pointless to

instruct a jury what weight it should give to the testimony when the jury is

never told the proper use of the evidence. (Ibid.)

Although there are two cases, cited earlier -- People v. Sanchez,

supra, 208 Cal.App.3d 721 and People v. Stark, supra, 213 Cal.App.3d 107

-- that technically "hold" that CALCRIM No. 1193 must only be given

upon request, those cases should not be followed. First, neither of those

cases analyzes or addresses the issue of whether an instruction is required

sua sponte or upon request; they both deal with the admissibility of the

expert testimony, and, in passing, merely recite that the instruction be given

upon request. (People v. Stark, supra, 213 Cal.App.3d at p. 116; People v.

Sanchez, supra, 208 Cal.App.3d at p. 736.) A case is not authority for a

proposition not considered by it. (Nolan v. City ofAnaheim (2004) 33

Ca1.4th 335,343.) These two cases are not authority holding that

CALCRlM No. 1193 only need be given upon request.

Second, even the mere recital of the "on request" language of the

two cases appears to be a fluke, rather than a reasoned decision. In People

v. Bowker, supra, 203 Cal.App.3d at p. 395, the court simply stated that the
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jury must be admonished, without stating whether that instruction was

needed sua sponte or merely upon request. (Ibid.) In People v. Stark,

supra, the court relied upon the statement in People v. Bowker, supra} 203

Cal.App.3d at p. 395 that the jury must be admonished and simply added

the phrase "upon request" to the Bowker statement. (People v. Stark, supra,

213 Cal.App.3d at pp. 115-117.) In People v. Sanchez, supra, the court,

perhaps misled by People v. Stark's mysterious addition, cited People v.

Bowker, supra} and incorrectly attributed the on-request holding to it.

(People v. Sanchez, supra, 208 Cal.App.3d 721 at pp. 735-737.) Thus,

People v. Stark, People v. Sanchez, and even People v. Bowker do not stand

for the proposition that there is no sua sponte duty to instruct with

CALCRlM No. 1193.

CALCRIM No. 1193 must be given sua sponte in appropriate cases,

and the court erred when it failed to do so.

C. The Court's Failure To Instruct The Jury Was Prejudicial.

Under People v. Watson (1956) 46 Cal.2d 818, 837, reversal is

mandated because it is reasonably probable the error affected the outcome.

"Reasonably probable" in this context means "merely a reasonable chance,

more than an abstract possibility." (College Hospital, Inc. v. Superior

Court (1994) 8 Cal.4th 704,715, emphasis original.)

The California Supreme Court has long recognized the need to

protect a defendant's rights in a case where the allegations of sexual abuse
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come only from the victim. (People v. Adams (1939) 14 Ca1.2d 154, 167

168, overruled on another point in People v. Burton (1961) 55 Ca1.2d 328,

351-352.) Errors which might ordinarily be considered trivial and less than

material may become of great importance where a defendant's only defense

is denial of the asserted misconduct. (People v. Adams, supra, 14 Ca1.2d at

pp.351-352.)

Here, appellant's defense was denial of the sex offenses. Jane Doe's

credibility was the primary issue. The jury spent time evaluating her

believability - over 4-1/2 hours in deliberations (1 CT 109, 140), even

thought the case involved only two counts, direct not circumstantial

testimony, and no complex medical evidence. The length of deliberations

was roughly about the same length of time as the presentation of the actual

testimony. (1 RT 103-105, 107.) This reveals a closely balanced case.

(People v. Cardenas (1982) 31 Ca1.3d 897, 907.) The jury requested

readback of part of Jane Doe's testimony, reinforcing the fact the jury was

grappling with whether to believe her version. (People v. Williams (1971)

22 Cal.App.3d 34, 40.)

Jane Doe's in-court testimony was internally inconsistent - appellant

touched her breast, appellant never touched her breast; this was the only

time appellant put his finger inside her, another time he put his finger inside

her. She frequently failed to recall or remember until prompted by the

prosecutor with leading questions - sometimes repeatedly, until the desired
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answer was forthcoming. Her testimony as to the duration of the offense

was lacking. Besides her in-court testimony, the remaining evidence

consisted primarily of bootstrapping, that is, Jane Doe's out-of-court

statements, made to her mother, the social worker, and a police officer.

Thus, Jane Doe's credibility in her version of events as told to others was

also a critical issue. The only remaining evidence was the medical

evidence which, while indicative of a possible penetration, was also

indicative of consensual intercourse and not any more inculcator of

appellant than of any other person. The CSAAS evidence about delayed

reporting shored up most of the trial testimony -- Jane Doe's in-court

testimony and her out-of-court statements. Although delayed reporting is

as consistent with false testimony as it is with true testimony, the impact of

the CSAAS evidence on Jane Doe's testimony tilted matters in the

prosecution's favor.

Further, as explained by the court in People v. Housley, supra, 6

Cal.App.4th at p. 958, CSAAS evidence sounds like evidence about

whether abuse actually occurred in a particular case. The jury is supposed

to reason that this particular witness's waiting one year to report the

molestation is not inconsistent with being molested because molestation

victims sometimes delay reporting for unique reasons. In the absence of

correct guidance, however, the jury would fallaciously reason that

molestation victims delay reporting and that this particular witness waited
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one year to report the molestation therefore, this witness was a

molestation victim.

Moreover, this expert was not an armchair pundit testifying to

abstract propositions. In People v. Housley, supra, 6 Cal.AppAth at p. 959,

the court found the failure to give a limiting instruction harmless, in good

part because the expert testified, twice, that she had never met the victim

and made it clear she had no knowledge of the case. Therefore, the court

reasoned, the jury could not have interpreted her statements as support for

the victim's statements about abuse. (Ibid.) Further, other relatives and a

social worker testified to other reasons why the victim recanted. (Ibid.)

Here, the expert not only testified he met the victim, but that he was the

very child abuse officer investigating her case. Unlike the jury in People v.

Housley, the jury here would have seen Marshall's statements about abuse

victims as substantiation for Jane Doe's rendering of events. Unlike in

People v. Housley, here, the expert's testimony was the sole testimony

about Jane Doe's delayed reporting. In closing argument, the prosecutor

highlighted Jane Doe's testimony to Marshall and emphasized his expertise,

suggesting that he would have known if she was lying about the abuse. (1

RT 266.) Without the limiting instruction, the connection of the expert and

his field of expertise to his knowledge of Jane Doe and the instant case

permitted the jury to make the inference that Jane Doe was a victim of

abuse.
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More tellingly, the expert's testimony absent the proper

admonishment permitted the jury to make the inference that appellant was

the abuser. Delayed reporting is common where there is an in-home or

close family member perpetrator (1 RT 188-190) - appellant was Jane

Doe's father who lived in the home. In most assault cases, the child knows

the perpetrator (1 RT 189-190) - appellant was Jane Doe's father. A

molestation victim's home is usually an unhealthy environment, with drugs,

domestic violence, absent parents (1 RT 189-190) - Jane Doe and four

brothers slept in the same bed or bedroom, appellant and the mother

ingested drugs, appellant committed domestic violence on his wife and

children, and the mother spent her nights at a casino. Everything the expert

testified to tracked Jane Doe's testimony about her life and about her

alleged abuse. Without a limiting instruction, the jury would have blurred

the lines which otherwise should have been circumscribed the expert

testimony and improperly applied the expert testimony to conclude that

appellant abused Jane Doe.

Had the jury been properly instructed, it would have been able to

draw so many erroneous inferences and Inay have had a reasonable doubt

as to guilt. The case must be remanded for retriaL
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IN THE COURT OF APPEP~ OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION ONE

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFOP~IA/)

)
Plaintiff and Respondent, )

of Appeal No ..

v.
)
)
)

l~pellant. )

Superior Court No.

APPEAL FROM SUPERIOR COURT OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY

THE HONORABLE JOHN S. JODGE

iding Justice Daniel J~ Kremer and Associate
Justices of the Fourth District Court of Appeal, Division

requests this Court

ze $6,000 (50 hours @ $90/hour 10 hours @

$150/J:l0ur) in advance funds to retain the scientific

research firm, Medical & Toxicological Information [MTI], to

evaluate appellant and his case. (See information

a.ttached.) In the alternative, appellant requests this

authorize appellate counsel to expend the funds to

Counsel will then submit a supplemental interim claim

as it would be prohibitive for counsel to expend this amount



of rnoney not be re~~ursed for it the final claim

is approved; which could very well be a year or lnore in the

future.

Appellant is serving a sentence of 40 years to life

death of his girlfriend, This request

funds to have appellant and his case evaluated is made

anticipation of a writ petition in which appellant will

new evidence is available prescription

medication he was taking caused nJ..m to lose consciousness in

legal sense the term, which, presented to the jury

the trial, would have mitigated

lesser offense ..

culpability to a

hour prior to the shooting, appellant

dose of the Sildenafil (conm~nly

are questions as to whether this

have affected appellant's conduct and caused

the way that he did If the results ofth~s

and analysis show that., in the eX'"Pert' s

the medication appellant ingested may have affected

appellant reacted during incident, it will be

's contention, in a ition for writ of habeas

corpus, that this is newly discovered evidence which "casts

doubt on the accuracy and reliability of the

proceedings." (In re Clark (1993) 5 Cal~4th 750, 766.) It

-2-



will be appellant's contention had the jury been

provided this information, it is probable the jury either

would have convicted appellant of voluntary or involuntary

m.a.nslaughter, or e""J"en acquitted because he acted

in a state of legal unconsciousness.

Appellant was convicted of degree murder in the

of his girlfriend, (C .. T ..

was 52 years old, been an attorney for

24 years, no prior record or history of

(CoT .. 276, 282-283 .. ) one hour prior

I' appellant inge a 50 mg prescribed dose

lOT .. 709 .. ) Appellant not recall events

following shooting.. (RT 599, 603-

rr,r )
IOU::)" . upon the results of MTI's analysis,

counsel will detennine a writ petition is

order.. This is not a fishing expedition ..

III ..

Appellate counsel seeks to appellant and his case

eva.luated by I'1TI.. MTI is a division of The National

Incorporated Inc .. ) and

s in the identification, ieval, and analysis

of scientific information.. counsel has discussed

this case with Suzanne Arnold, MTI's Director of Research ..

-3-



~ Arnold believes appellant's ingestion of Viagra less

one hour prior to his with may have

affected his behavior at the t of the incident. Ms.

Arnold informed me that MTI's res indicates that, in

sonle individuals, Viagra can cause aggression and violent

acts as well as arrmesia during following those acts.

MTI's schedule is attached indicates that the

for record t research sUlnruary of findings is

$ and the for evaluation, preparation

and written opinion range from $150 to $250 per hour. MTI

requires a $750 The in this case is 3100

s long; not all the record are

to I estimated it will take

(at $90 to review the

record 10 ((9 $150/hr) for an MD!PhD

to evaluate case and prepare a report. As

st ve appellate counsel to pay

I's reimbursement until the final

., .
CJ...aLTUo That is v.rhy counsel is requ.esting this Court

authorize the in advance ..

IV.

1 'I
...l. .. ! With regard to appellant's right to the funding of

ancillary services on matters to a defense,

appellant bases this motion on

-4-

following authorities:



.like v. Oklahoma (1985) 470 U_Se 68, 83 [105 S .. ct .. 1087,

84 L .. .2d 53] [due process entitles a defendant to the

assistance of a psychiatrist and a professional examination

on issues relev"antto a defense to help determine if the

defendant was entitled to a mental defense]; In re Ketchel

(1968) 68 Cal.2d 397, 398 [counsel's entitlement to full

with his/her client interview with

s who may assist counsel; In re (1979) 91

Cal .. .. 3d 327, 330 [nThe due process right of effective

counsel includes the right to ancillary services necessary

preparation a defense H
] Keenan v .. Superior court

(1982) 31 Cal .. 3d 424, 428 ("The right to effective counsel
I

includes the right ancillary services necessary in the

of a defense n ]; Corenev$k.y v" Superior court

36 Cal,,3d 307, 319-320 [a must demonstrate

for such services by being specific about "the

lines of inquiry he wishes to pursue", citation];

1 ,"""_..:5

~ !~ason v. State of ~~izona (gili Cir. 1974) 504 F,,2d 1345,

effective assistance of counsel guarantee of the

Due Process Clause requires when necessary, the allowance of

stig'ative expenses or appointnlent of investigative

assistance for indigent defendants"].

2.) with reg'ard to whether the results MTI has obtained in

its research studies on Viagra constitutes newly discovered

-5-



which "'casts fundamental doubt on the accuracy and

relia.bility of tJ:1e proceedings" (In IE' C~ark (1993} 5

Cal" 4th 750, 766), appellant relies on:

People v. Ochoa (1998) 19 Cal,,4th 353, 423-424 ["When a

renders hi~mself or herself unconscious through

voluntary intoxication and kills in state, the killing

is attributed to his or her negligence in self-intoxicating

to point, and as

s is ordinarily a

manslaughter ..

e defense to a

crim.inal homicide. (Pen .. Code, section 26, subd ..

state of unconsciousness results from

voluntarily induced, however, it is not a

(Pen.. section 22 .. ) [Il f the

is voluntarily induced, it can never excuse

(4) .. )

[Citation .. ] Thus, the element

negligence is deemed to exist irrespective of

s, a defendant guilty of

involuntary laughter he voluntarily procured his own

(Peop~e v. Graham (1969) 71 Cal.2d 303,

316.) Unconsciousness for this purpose need not mean that

actor and unresponsive: section 26 describes

as '[inJcap~Jle of co~~tting crimes ... [~J .... [~] •••

[p] ersons who cOIDrnitt-ed the act ...... without being conscious

thereof .. ' alics added .. ) Thus unconsciousness '''can exist

-6-



where the subject physically acts in fact but is not, at

time, conscious acting .. uf (People v. Kelly (1973) 10

565, 572; People v. Heffington (1973) 32 Cal.App .. 3d

1, 9"]; People v. Chaffey (1994)25 Cal.p.i.pp.4th 852, 857

[Trier of fact must decide whether taking prescription

constitutes voluntary or involuntary intoxication

"severe effects" based on

a reasonable person

that taking ......

oxication"]; and People

the defendant "did not

h[] tion would not have

vvould have caused

0) 8 Cal .. App' .. 3d 359 [The "rule u permitting

uncons s to serve as a "has been invoked in

cases actor fired gunshots while

ina state of such 'unconsciousness' (e .. g .. , People

v. 1969) 71 Cal.2d 153, 157-159, 161-166, 169;

v. Wilson (1967) 66 Cal,,2d 749, 752-753, 755-756,

761-763; People v. Bridgehouse (1956) 47 Cal.2d 406,

09-411, 414; People v~ Moore (1970) 5 Cal.App.3d 486,

488-490, 492; People v. Edgmon (1968) 267 Cal.App.2d 759,

7 -763, 764 [£11. 5]; People v. Cox (1944) 67 Cal .. App .. 2d

166 169-173), inclUding some which the only evidence of

'unconsciousness' was the actor's own testimony that he did

the shooting.. (E .. g .. f People v. Wilson, supra, at

.. 755-756, 762; People v. Bridgehouse r supra, at pp.

-7-



40 411 .. ) [c;[] Where evidence of involuntary unconsciousness

produced in a horr~cide prosecution, the refusal

a requested instruction on the subject, and its effect as a

complete defense if found to have existed, is prejudicial

error .. (People v. Pvilson, supra, 66 Cal.2d 749 at p. 764;

v. Bridgehouse, supra, 47 .. 2d 406 at p. 414. See

v. Mosher (1969) 1 Cal .. 3d 379, 391; People v ..

sU.l~ra, 71 Cal .. 2d 153 at po 169 .. ) The fact, if it

, that such evidence does not inspire belief does

e the to instruct: incredible the

testimony of a defendant may be he is entitled to an

instruction bas upon the h~~othesis that it is entirely

true .. ' (People v .. Modesto (1963) 59 Cal .. 2d 722, :729

[quoting People v. Carmen (1951) 36 Cal.2d 768, 772-773)] ..

the specific reasons stated, appellate counsel

respectfully requests this Court authorize $4,500 in advance

so that a.ppellant may retain )),TrI evaluate appellant

his case in preparation for and anticipation of the

filing of a writ petition.

Dated: April 3, 2002
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1010 Cameron St. Suite 2000
Alexandria, VA 223 14-242

Laura Gordon
At Law
1311

LJ'U'J.U.<''-h CA 91908

February 11, 2002

'7. Bottomley

tftT':'''''''''''01' 111 expert services MTI provides. This letter is
'·.;L.U''"<· ...~V''-.A concerning" V case involving a possible

sildenafil citrate.

A~swe discussed,: IviTI can Celi2.inly with case. After we do the initigl1 review and
pertinent "'"v·"., .......~.""''''Jl".., one ofour highly qualified

assigned to the case as team leader. MTI research services, personal
interviews and or requested.

hour respectively.
detail. Vve take a 1""'l.'.."lC'.c;·n: rH"" .....,..'... nr· ...

costs are approved and

includes 6 hours ofprofessional thne,
and MTI's services at $90 and $55

~.u_".,,,:,"'''''''.:''''. by careful planning and attention to
''''''''Ylt'1c'~'''''1rnf,-::!t''A.nwith our client to ensure

nlost Clost effective manner.

look forvvard to receiving the medical records documents pertinent to your
'U.'-'".,..,......"'........ " s case. Please I11C know if you have ,..,".'::>r<r",···...,,:.. or need additional information.

Sincerely,

uzanne Arnold
Director of Research

S,,~/n1.p:

Enclosures
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PUBLIC DEFENDERS'

j"na","u".",r & Toxicological Infonnation{MTI) we .".""r> .... "...."...~'"7""

have to state's ...-,""".!.....v ..........'",,""

that all ~ ... ri~ ... T"rh'<':l!1

Our approach ensures that
""""","'.".' LiLL""'. """U""....t:.¥1!·~e~t:» available without the worry of

strictures of Frye or Daubert.
aOICUinCJrnS and medical records (h~d provide

.., ......L...' ............... approach. to your case~ At this
nr..A~Tr<·.-c'· as theteam.leader.We provide sample

are readily available speak directly to t.~e judgeifnecessarytoensure, that the
,J\,/.!.I""Jl.JlJ•.i.. .....v evidence and testimony youneedwill admitted. "

scientific evidence from the available scientific literature
of evidence. Our expert investigative researchers

th .....,...""'",n-h knowledge medical andscientificcal1on. At MTI
exactly the·n:1ost.effectiveevidence for your client's defense. This also the
benefit the amount spent in the lower .end·of the pricing

'~F>" r·t""',.". the bJgh dollar or otherhighly 'qualifiedexpert time for a vvrittenopinion"
rL"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,+~.....,.,,,,. or in court testinl0ny. '

Tills can take tbefonn of
ofmedical or scientific questioning

\1Vil1.·bete~tifying.for
private practice or at research ....

k;,k.'i.1UJ..L..;l and because of time constraints they only appreciate this type ofhe1p, also
thelll vvith anopportcm.ity to help tbe less fortunate.

9arefully setting the scientific stage \\1th our phased team approach the.fourth· and final'
. court testimony. is when all of the andcarefulattenfion to detail
in ensuringthat the judge at"'1djary are apprised ofllie necessary information to

~.c:>""",,..(i.,,,,~. a verdict based on solid scientific evidence.

more about our services visit our web site atWW"W..nicom.comfmti or
MTI-INFO (703684..4636) to discuss the rn(h~Y ways we can help you with your public

"-,,v~c'~'i..L'W.'-'k cases.
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_-.A .& and ScientificProfessio!l'S
Information

Meeting

''''',,"eF''''.' Infon11atioll OV1TI) r."!"'<a.""'ll'n:.>C'

1 IvfTI is a
laws ofllie COlTh'11onwealth of

The National Information Company

specializes in identification, retrieval, of scientific infonnation. By """""',LJ._ ...LY,P

I\1TI, can cornbine the talents information consultants and
vvorld, such as Library ofMedicine, the National

the Library of Congress, to n1eet the needs of science in the
size of the finn, the of the case, or the financial

status MTI makes it possible only nlinutes away from the sound

provides real expert help
working in real institutions,

science often nieans the difference;
"'w"""""'-'-"-V' are real doctors, \'lorking

decisions based on sound science

science for the l"'A1'~'"1'·""An1t"''''

vv.•..l"" ; physicians are
real life situations

Similarly, our
"'~_· ..".u.., ..... v or institutions of earnlI1,g

the rest of us go about our

consultants can ' """'.., _ the expert service QTTf"\'\"·n,,:o'Hf.' need and we tailor our \\lork to
..,.~r~ll1r""'''''I''\t:>''·ITC' of the court in a cost effective manner. At MTI we

t~or·r.rr...,,'":~"'" that each case is unique and our temll ensures each case will receive the
individual attention regardless of the of needed. Our clients include

engaged in both and criminal practice, public offices, large law firms and
private practice attorneys.

information can be found on our NITI Homepage at: W'\'1W~nicom.com/mti



IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION TWO

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

Plaintiff and Respondent,

v.

Defendant and Appellant.

Court of Appeal
No.

Superior Court
No.

APPEAL FROM THE SUPERIOR COURT OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY

Honorable Ronald Christianson, Judge

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL TO HIRE AN EXPERT

TO THE HONORABLE MANUEL RAMIREZ, PRESIDING JUSTICE, OF THE
CALIFORNIA COUR~ OF APPEAL! FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT,
DIVISION TWO: i

Appellant, I , respectfully requests this

court, pursuant to California Rules of Court, rule 41, for an

order approving expenses in an amount not to exceed $400.00

for the hiring of an expert doctor. This application is based

on the attached memorandum of points and authorities and

declaration of Cindi Beth Mishkin.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: June 30, 1995

1

Cindi Beth Mishkin

Attorney for Appellant



MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

Indigent defendants have the

effect assistance of counsel.

constitutional right to

(U.S. Const., 6th Amend.;

Cal. Const., art. I, § 15.) "The right to effective counsel

also includes the right to ancillary services necessary in the

preparation of a defense." (Kennan v. Superior Court (1982)

31 Cal.3d 424, 428; Ake v. Oklahoma (1985) 470 U.S. 68, 76-78

[84 L.Ed.2d 53, 105 S.Ct. 1087J; Coronevsky v. Superior Court

(1984) 36 Cal.3d 307, 319; Sand v. Superior Court (1983) 34

Cal. 3d 567, 575. ) These defense tools consist of, for

example, "medical and psychiatric examinations, investigative

services, expert testimony, or any other form of services

[necessary] to assist the defendant in the preparation and

presentation of tihe defendant I scase. " (Penal Code section

987.8, subd. (g) (1).) Thus, a defendant is "entitled to the

aid of such expert assistance as he may need in

preparing the defense." (In re Ketchel (1968) 68 Cal.2d 397,

399-400.)

The constitutional right to defense tools extends to

defendants appealing their convictions. (Ibid. ) Upon a

showing the services are reasonably necessary, an indigent

defendant is entitled to the services. (Puett v. Superior

Court (1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 936, 939.) The appellate court is

authorized to provide funds for these reasonably necessary

ancillary services. (Pen. Code section 1241.)

Here, Appellant requests funds for an expert,

2



specifically, for the evaluation of the victim's toxicology

report by a physician, in order to develop a petition for a

writ of habeas corpus. 1 During the presentation of the

defense case, the People made a motion in limine to exclude

evidence of the effects of methamphetamine ingestion. 2

(Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings dated January 9th, 11th,

12th, 17th, 18th & 19th, 1995, February 16th, 1995,

hereinafter "RT," page 210.) The trial court granted the

People's motion. (RT 212.)

Appellant will contend, in this petition for writ of

habeas corpus, the trial court improperly excluded evidence

necessary to Appellant's defense, namely the effects of

methamphetamine ingestion. Thus, it is necessary for this

petition to include an offer of proof of 0 the improperly

excluded evidence. This offer of proof will rest on a

declaration by an expert witness secured by the funds

requested in this motion.

In the instant case, the victim died as a resul t of

It is well settled the investigation associated with
developing a habeas corpus claim is important. (See e.g., In
re Cordero (1988) 46 Cal.3d 161; In re Martin (1987) 44 Cal.3d
1; and In re Ledesma (1986) 43 Cal.3d 171.)

Although Appellant did not make an elaborate offer of
proof regarding the evidence he wished to admit, it seems from
the discussion on the record the substance of the evidence was
understood by the court, the People and Appellant's attorney.
(RT 210-212.) If the offer of proof in the appellate record
is insufficient for the appellate court to review the alleged
error on appeal, it is necessary to present the issue in the
context of a petition for a writ of habeas corpus, which will
contain the declaration of the requested expert doctor. (See
People v. Wright (1985) 39 Cal.3d 576, 584-586.)

3



stabbing after a confrontation with F..ppellant. At trial r

Appellant asserted the defense of heat of passion. This

defense requires the defendant acted as a reasonable person in

response to the situat (People v. Spurlin (1984) 156

Cal.App.3d 119 r 124; Code section 192, subd. (a).) In

order to evaluate the reasonability of Appellant's actions in

response to an angered and agitated person r i.e., the evetual

victim, Appellant cont the jury should have informed

of the effects of methamphetamine ingestion. The jury already

knew the victim had methamphetamine in his system (RT 90-91) ,

but the jury never knew what the effects methamphetamine

causes. 3 Thus r an expert is needed to evaluate the level of

methamphetamine in the ctim's system and to set forth the

effects of methamphet

Based on the foregoing r Appellant is entitled to the

requested authorization and cannot r in the absence of

approval r be adequately or effectively represented on appeal.

Respectfully submit

ed: June 30 r 1995 Cindi Beth Mishkin
APPELLATE DEFENDERS, INC.
Attorney for Appellant

Appellant bel s methamphetamine ingestion causes
agitation and may lead to aggressive behavior. Consultation
with an expert doctor is necessary to evaluate the level of
methamphetamine in the victim's system at his death, and close
to the time of his confrontation with Appellant, and whether

s amount of methamphetamine might cause aggressive
behavior.

4



DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION
FOR AUTHORIZATION OF EXPERT DOCTOR FEES

I, Cindi Beth Mishkin, declare as follows:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the

State of California and am the attorney of record on appeal

for Appellant in this matter.

2. At Appellant's trial, the pathol st testified Mr.

Medrano, the victim, had methamphetamine and amphetamine, a

by-product of methamphetamine, in his system.

3. The trial court ruled, under Evidence Code section

352, evidence of the effects of methamphetamine ingestion was

inadmissible.

4. On June 29, 1995, I received the toxicology report

of Mr. Medrano, the victim
:

the instant appeal, which

indicated Mr. Medrano had 145 nanograms of methamphetamine per

milliliter of blood and 29 nanograms of amphetamine per

milliliter of blood in his system at the time of his autopsy.

5. On June 20, 1995, I contacted Dr. Irv:Lng Root

regarding the ef s of methamphetamine ingestion.

6. Dr. Root indicated to me methamphetamine ingestion

typically causes, with the first use or with small dosage use,

a sense of euphoria and well-being. However, as usage and/or

dosage increases, methamphetamine may produce a sense of

dysphoria and an uncomfortable, unpleasant sensation. Heavy,

chronic use of methamphetamine may produce aggressive,

agitated, and anxious behavior.

1

Violent and irrational



behavior may also be exhibited.

7. Dr. Root stated the presence of 145 nanograms of

methamphetamine per milliliter of blood indicates the

ingestion of a fairly large quantity of methamphetamine at

once, or the steady ingestion of methamphetamine over a fairly

long period of time.

8. When methamphetamine was legally used, for example,

as a diet aide, a standard high dose was a 10 milligram

tablet, which would, after two hours, be metabolized into 30

nanograms of amphetamine per milliliter of blood.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the

State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 30th day of June, 1995, at Sana Diego,

California.

Cindi Beth Mishkin
Attorney for Appellant

2



SUSAN K. KEISER
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Post Office Box 635
La )olla, California, 92038-0635

Telephone (858) 456-6626 .. Facsimile (858) 456-6624

November 8, 2000

Clerk, Court of Appeal
Fourth Appellate District
Division One
750 B Street, Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101

NC1V 9 2000

ADl

1

Dear Madam or Sir:

Please file the enclosed document captioned "CONFIDENTIAL EX PARTE APPLICATION FORAN
ORDER AUTHORIZING EXPERT FEES RELATING TO A PETITION FOR WRlT OF HABEAS
CORPUS ANCILLARY TO THE DIRECT APPEAL." I request that the document be filed with the
Court under seal.

--7

cnc~~~~_. .
. //---SUSAN K. KEISER

C·f SKKlte

Enclosure (Application wi proof of service)

c:\...\placencia.L 10



Susan K. Keiser
State Bar No. 115762
P.O. Box 635
La Jolla! CA 92038-0635
(858) 456-6626
Attorne for A ellant

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION ONE

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA! )
)

Plaintiff and Respondent! ) No.
)

v . ) Superior Court
) No.
)
)

Defendant and Appellant. )

---------------------)

APPEAL FROM THE SAN DIEGO COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT

Honorable Herbert J. Exarhos! Presiding

CONFIDENTIAL EX PARTE APPLICATION FOR AN
ORDER AUTHORIZING EXPERT FEES RELATING TO A
PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS ANCILLARY
TO THE DIRECT APPEAL.

TO THE HONORABLE PRESIDING JUSTICE AND ASSOCIATE
JUSTICES OF THE COURT OF APPEAL! FOURTH APPELLATE
DISTRICT, DIVISION ONE:

Appellant , by and through his

appointed counsel, requests this Court to issue an

order authorizing, and reimbursing appointed counsel

for, the expenditure of expert forensic psychiatric

fees up to and including $1,000. The expert is needed

1



(People v. Caban (1983) 148

to review appellant's medical records, plea transcript,

and render an opinion as to whether appellant's medical

condition and/or medications at the time of appellant's

in-court admissions affected appellant resulting in

mistake, ignorance, inadvertence or some other factor

amounting to overreaching.

Cal.App.3d 706.)

This application is based upon the record in this

appeal, the points and authorities filed herewith, and

the attached declaration of counsel.

To protect the confidentiality of the factual

information contained in this application and the

declaration submitted herewith, appellant requests that

this application and supporting papers be filed under

seal and heard or considered without service upon the

People. Appellant further requests that any order made

relating to this application be sealed and served only

on the undersigned counsel except for such order that

contains no privileged information or no information

which could lead to the discovery of privileged

information.

Dated: November 7, 2000

2



MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

Authority for Expert Funds in Support of Habeas
Petition.

Indigent defendants have the constitutional right

to effective assistance of counsel.

Amend.; Cal. Const., art. I, § 15.)

(U.S. Const., 6th

"The right to

effective counsel also includes the right to ancillary

services necessary in the preparation of a defense."

(Kennan v. Superior Court (1982) 31 Cal.3d 424, 428;

Ake v. Oklahoma (1985) 470 U.S. 68, 76-78 [84 L.Ed.2d

53, 105 S.Ct. 1087]; Coronevsky v. Superior Court

(1984) 36 Cal.3d 307, 319; Sand v. Superior Court

(1983) 34 Cal.3d 567, 575.) These defense tools

consist of, for example, "medical and psychiatric

examinations, investigative services, expert testimony,

or any other, form of services [necessary] to assist the

defendant in the preparation and presentation of the

defendant's case." (Penal Code section 987.8, subd.

(g) (1).) Thus, a defendant is "entitled to the aid of

such expert assistance as he may need . . in

preparing the defense."

Cal.2d 397, 399-400.)

(In re Ketchel (1968) 68

The constitutional right to defense tools extends

to defendants appealing their convictions. (Ibid. )

Upon a showing the services are reasonably necessary,

an indigent defendant is entitled to the services.

3



(Puett v. Sugerior Court (1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 936,

939. ) The appellate court is authorized to provide

funds for these reasonably necessary ancillary

services. (Pen. Code § 1241.)

Penal Code section 1241 provides, in part:

In any case in which counsel other
than a public defender has been
appointed by the Supreme Court or
by a court of appeal to represent a
party to any appeal or proceeding,
such counsel shall receive a
reasonable sum for compensation 'and
necessary expenses, the amount of
which shall be determined by the
court and paid from 'any funds
appropriated by the 'Judicial
Council for that purpose.

Section 1241 is similar to and consistent with

Penal Code section 987.2, subdivision (a), which

provides that counsel other than the public defender

appointed to represent a defendant in the municipal or

superior court IIshall receive a reasonable sum for

compensation and for necessary expenses, the amount of

which shall be determined by the court, to be paid out

of the general fund of the county. II Penal Code

section 982.8, subdivision (g) (1), defines the "legal

assistance ll furnished by courts to indigent defendants

as "legal counsel and supportive services, including,

but not limited to, medical and psychiatric

examinations, investigative services, expert testimony,

or any other form of services provided to assist the

4



defendant in the preparation and presentation of the

defendant's case."

The California Supreme Court has held that the

constitutional right to ancillary services extends to

defendants appealing their convictions. (In re Ketchel

(1968) 68 Cal.2d 397.) In Ketchel l the court affirmed

an order by the superior court requiring the warden of

San Quentin to permit the examination of the defendant

by a psychiatrist selected by his appellate counsel.

The Court rejected arguments by the Attorney General

that such an examination could serve no purpose on

appeal because the scope of inquiry on appeal is

limited to the record. The Court noted that a

psychiatric examination could be useful because it

could assist appellate' counsel in determining whether

trial counsel had rendered effective assistance and

could lead to possible bases for collateral attack on

the defendant's conviction. (Id. 1 at p. 401.)

Similarly, the California Supreme Court has

expressly recognized the importance of investigation in

developing the evidence in support of a petition for

writ of habeas corpus when a petitioner needs such

information to support the petition. For example,

there ·are numerous cases, in which habeas corpus relief

has been granted to convicted defendants based on

evidence developed by investigation after trial. (See

5



e.g., In re Cordero (1988) 46 Cal.3d 161: In re Martin

(1987) 44 Cal.3d 1: In re Ledesma (1986) 43 Cal.3d 171:

In re Hall (1981) 30 Cal.3d 408.)

California courts have long recognized th~ right

of indigent appellants to appointed counsel on

discretionary appeals and writs. (Cf., People v.

Shipman (1965) 62 Cal.2d 226.)1 Similarly, the

Legislature has authorized expenditure of state funds

to provide counsel for indigent inmates seeking to file

petitions for habeas corpus. (See e.g., Pen. Code

§ 1239 et seq.; see also Gov't Code § 15421.) Thus, it

is clear that appointed counsel's duties can include

representation of an appellant in the filing of an

ancillary state habeas action. That appointed

representation necessarily includes, when appropriate,

the use of experts and investigators required to make

the representation effective and meaningful. It would

make no sense to provide a defendant with the

appearance of legal representation without providing

his counsel access to "the raw materials integral to

the building of an effective defense." (Ake v.

Oklahoma, supra, 470 U.s. at p. 77.)

1Appellant recognizes there is no absolute, federal
constitutionally mandated right to assistance of counsel in non
capital habeas proceedings (Ross v. Moffitt (1974) 417 U.S. 600
[41 L.Ed.2d 341, 94 S.Ct. 2437].)

6



Expert Declaration Is The Only Reasonable, Effective
Method to Present a Reviewing Court with The
Information Necessary to Support a Habeas Petition in
This Case.

Petitioner entered his admissions after being in

confinement in the county jail, diagnosed as heroin

dependent and suffering psychosis. At all relevant

times during his confinement, petition was prescribed

and taking medications that included haldol, cogentin,

prozav, paxil, vitoril and risperidone. (Declaration

of Susan K. Keiser, para. 5.) Initial, lay research

into these prescription medications reveals they

produce documented side effects such as: "confusion .

. agitation, aggressiveness, volatility. . ego-

dystonic impulsive behavior (including shoplifting,

homicidal impulses, suicidal impulses and gestures,,,2

ll,mental confusion and excitement,

. visual hallucinations, ,,3 etc.

. depression,

Appellant and trial defense counsel agree that

immediately following appellant's in-court admissions,

he advised his trial defense counsel that he had been

taking pshychotropic medication that adversely altered

his judgment and adversely affected his ability to

understand the nature and consequences of his

2Amer ican Society of Hospital Pharmacists, Inc., American
Hospital Formulary Service DIF, Paxil.

3American Society of Hospital Pharmacists, Inc., American
Hospital Formulary Service DIF, Cogentin.

7



admissions. (Declaration of Susan K. Keiser, paras. 2

and 3; see also C.T. p. 37 [defense counsel's

declaration in support of appellant's pro per request

for a certificate of probable cause].)

The most effective way to present evidence to

support appellant's habeas petition is with the

declaration of an expert with "special knowledge,

skill, experience, training, or education." (Evid.

Code § 720.) Appointed counsel's experience in this

Court is that the Court will not recognize or notice

judicially references that identify a prescription

drug's side effects. (Declaration of Susan K. Keiser,

para. 9; see also People v. Lamarche (D028789); People

v. Greenwalt and In re Greenwalt (D026059).

Appellate counsel has identified and consulted

preliminarily with an expert whose informal, initial

opinion, when combined with controlling California law

(Pen. Code § 1018 [liberal construction to permit

withdraw of plea/admission]; Peonle v. Osorio (1987)

194 Cal.App.3d 183 [duty of defense counsel to move to

withdraw plea at defendant's request]), supports a non

frivolous petition for writ of habeas corpus in this

case. The expert's hourly rate is $200, and he

estimates he will require between four and five hours

to research, analyze and present a report in this

matter. Accordingly, appellant seeks authorization for

8



up to $1,000 in expert fees.

Keiser, para. 8.)

(Declaration of Susan K.

For the reasons set forth above, and in order to

ensure that potential issues in appellant's case are

adequately investigated and raised, this Court should

authorize the requested funds.

Dated: November 7, 2000 ReS7tfully SUbmi~ted,

~f~!-------
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DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION
FOR AUTHORIZATION OF EXPERT DOCTOR FEES

I, SUSAN K. KEISER, without waiving the attorney

cl~ent privilege, do hereby declare that I have

personal knowledge of the matters set forth below. If

called to testify, I could and would testify as

follows:

1. I am an attorney in good standing, licensed to

practice law in the State of California and am the

attorney of record on appeal for appellant in the

above-captioned matter. I was' appointed to represent

appellant by this Court on May 19, 2000.

2. Appellant has informed me, and has provided a

sworn declaration stating, that on January 13, 2000,

the day after appellant entered his plea/admission, he

called his trial defense counsel and informed her he

wanted to withdraw his plea. Appellant told trial

counsel he had been prescribed certain medication while

in jail, but had not taken that medication on January

12, 2000. Appellant believes that as a result of not

taking his medication and as a result of his attorney's

not explaining matters to me fully, he did not

understand his plea or its consequences. His attorney

never discussed a motion to withdraw his admission with

him.

10



3. On August 14, 2000, I spoke by telephone with

attorney Kathleen Coyne, appellant's trial defense

counsel. She stated that appellant had called her

immediately following his plea and told her he wanted

to withdraw. Ms. Coyne could not recall the date when

appellant called, but stated it was "right after

sentencing." Appellant also informed Ms. Coyne that he

had been taking prescription medication while in jail,

but he did not identify what types of medic'ations. Ms.

Coyne stated that she did nothing either to investigate

what types of medication appellant had been taking or

to learn what the medications' side effects were.

4. I have obtained and reviewed appeJlant's

medical records from the San Diego County jail where he

was in custody before his admission in this case and

from the Department of Corrections where he is

currently imprisoned.

5. Appellant's medical records from county jail

reveal that he was diagnosed as a heroin user and

suffering from psychosis. He was prescribed and

administered prescription drugs including haldol,

cogentin, prozav, paxil, vitoril and risperidone.

6. I conducted preliminary research in the GENMED

file of LEXIS that revealed side effects of the drugs

appellant took prior to his making in court admissions.

Those side effects included "confusion. .agitation,

11



aggressiveness, volatility. . ego-dystonic impulsive

behavior (including shoplifting, homicidal impulses,

suicidal impulses and gestures," ",mental confusion and

excitement, depression, . visual

hallucinations," etc.

7. I have spoken with Clark E. Smith, M.D.

concerning the information set forth in paragraphs 3,

4, 5, and 6 above. I also summarized to Dr. Smith the

legal standards for withdrawing a plea or admission,

the duty of counsel to make a motion to withdraw, and

what constitutes IIgood cause" within this context. Dr.

Smith expressed an informal view based on this

information that supports a non-frivolous petition for

writ of habeas corpus in this case.

8. Dr. Smith's hourly rate is $200. He estimates

that he can complete the work necessary in this case to

render a relevant opinion in four to five hours.

9. A true and accurate copy of Dr. Smith's

curriculum vitae is attached hereto and identified as

IIAttachment A. II

10. I was counsel of record in the cases of

People v. Lamarche (D028789), People v. Greenwalt and

In re Greenwalt (D026059), previously pending before

this Court. In those cases, this Court declined to

accept as authority prescription drug monographs

published by the American Society of Hospital

12



Pharmacists, Inc., American Hospital Formulary Service.

This Court similarly declined to notice judicially drug

monographs.

I declare under penalty of perjury·under the laws

of the State of California that the foregoing is true

and correct.

DATED: November 7, 2000

K. KEISER

13
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Clark E. Smith, M.D., F.A.P.A.

CURRICULUM VITAE

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES:

Bachelor of Science, with Distinction, Zoology. ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, Tempe. Arizona,
1976.

Doctor of Medicine, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, Tucson, Arizona, 1981; area of spedal interest:
NeurophysiologY/Pharmacology.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Internshtp: Internal Medicine, 1981-82, Samaritan Mooical Center, Phoenix. Arizof')a.

Residency: Psychiatry, 1982-84, University of California, San Diego, California.

Chief Resident. 1984~85, U.C.S.D. Medical Center. San Diego, California.

Emergency Room Physician, Hillside Hospital, San Diego, California, 1983-85.

MedlcaJ Director, San Diego Health Alliance Medical and Psychiatric Clinics; Speciallzing in
substance abuse disorders. 1983-85.

Advanced training and supervision, Short r erm Dynamic Psychotherapy, 1984--86.

Clinical Director, Samaritan Counseling Center, San Diego. California. 1986~92.

ChaIrman, Sharp Memorial Hospital Drug Abuse Task Force, Treatment Committee, 1987~89.

Board of Directors, San Diego Psych-Law Society. 1992-94.

Chief of Medical Staff. Mesa Vista Hospital, 1993-94.

President, San Diego Psychiatric Society, 1994-95.

Editor, San Diego Psychiatric Society Newsletter,1994-1996.

Editorial Advisor, Drug AbuS88nd Alcoholism News!eNer. wI1h Marc Schuckit, M.D., 1995-1998.

Member, Board of Directors, Vista Hill Foundation, overseeing Vista Health Plan, Managed Mental
Health HMO.1994~1998.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:

Private Practice, General and Forensic Psychiatry, 1985- Present

Medical Director, Sharp Vista Pacifica Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital, 1989-Present

Chairman. Medical Perlormance Improvement Committee. Sharp Mesa VIsta Hospital. 1999-
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Chairman, Addiction Psychiatry Committee. San Diego Psychiatric Society, 1994-Present

HONORS AND AWARDS:

FELLOWSHiP AWARD, AmeriCan Psychiatric Assoc1ation, Philadelphia, 1994

CHIEF RESIDENT: PSYCHIATRY, UCSD Medical Center, 1984~'985

CHIEF OF MEDICAL STAFF, Mesa Vista Hospital, 1993-1994

PRESIDENT, San Diego Psychiatric Society, 1994-1995

SPECIALITY BOARD CERTIFICATION:

American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Diplomate. Certificate No. 30093. 19.88.

ABPN Board Certified In Forensic Psychiatry, 1996.

ABPN Board Certified in Addiction PsychIatry, 1997.

LICENSURE:

National Board of Medical Examiners. Diplomate, Certificate No. 244454, 1982.

California Board of Medical Quality Assurance, License No. G~049105, 1982, Physician and
Surgeon.

PRESENTATIONS:

A CASE OF DIMINISHED ACTUALITY: Mock Trial Presentation at USD SChool of law, and also to
the Hospital and Community Psychiatry 1994 National Convocation.

THE CRYSTAL CRISIS: Treatment of Substance Abuse Complicated by Psychosis

OBSESSIONAL CRAVING: Breakthroughs In Treatment for Early Recovery with Naltrexone

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY: Eariy Recognition, Diagnosis and Trecrtment for Primary Care
Physicians

MENTAL FITNESS: The Impact of Aerobic ExercIse on Psychiatric Illness

PLAYING DOCTOR: Substance Abuse as Self-Medication

HEALING THE BROKEN SPIRIT: A Psychotherapy of Twelve S1eps

PROZAC AND OTHER CONTROVERSIES IN PSYCHIATRY

SEROTONIN SPECIFIC REUPTAKE INHIBITORS: Panel Member with John Feighner, Stephen
Stahl
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ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE: Dsv8fopmental Roots of Violence in American Society

FALSE RECOVERED MEMORY SYNDROME

RECOGNiZING ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN PRIMARY CARE(1996, 97 CME
Assoclates)

METHAMPHETAMINE TASK FORCE, Faculty Lecturer. September 1998.

HOSPITAL AFFILIATIONS:

Sharp Mesa Vista Hospital

Sharp Vista Pacifica Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital

Sharp Memonal Hospital

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:

American Psychiatric Association, member No. M-056830

San Diego Psychiatric Society

Amelic3.fI Academy of Addiction Psychiatry

American Society of Addiction MedIcine

American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law

San Diego Psych law Society

OFFICE ADDRESS:

591 Camino de la Reina
Suite 1020
San Diego, CA 92108

TELEPHONE: (619)298-0518

FAX NUMBER: (619) 298-1613

E-MAil: DoctrCiark@aol.com

DATE OF BIRTH: 7-3-54

TAX 10 NUMBER: 33-0244288
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